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Chapter 1

Introduction

The quest to know everything about everything embarks us upon an infinite journey, one,

very often dictated by the technological developments of time. With human evolution,

our abilities to push the limits of the unknown have also developed, and more recently

been fueled by our capability to compute increasingly faster. It may not be incorrect to

say that our ability to know more now heavily relies upon innovation in computing.

1.1 The Road to Parallel Computing

Computers, traditionally based on single thread sequential computation model, also called

the von Neumann architecture [114], have evolved from the 50’s vacuum tubes based

technology [110], to the current state of the art CMOS based nanoscale devices. Since

the breakthrough in semiconductor devices, the processor technology has ridden the wave

called Moore’s law. More recently this wave has hit three walls – memory, power and

instruction level parallelism – and has thus defined the limits of the sequential computing

paradigm. Simultaneously, the boom in internet and its applications, accompanied by

the need to understand and solve problems of global impact, demand unprecedented

computing infrastructure and resources. To meet these challenges, the industry has been

compelled to improve computing through massively parallel computing paradigms.

1.1.1 Cellular Automata and Parallel Computing

Cellular automata (CA), an inherently parallel computing paradigm, also proposed by

von Neumann in 1948 [59], has been successfully applied to a range of computational

problems to model the behaviour of complex systems from nature. John Conway’s Game

of Life [109], Cellular Automata Machines by Toffoli and Margolus [102], and the more

recent book by Stephen Wolfram, A New Kind of Science [116], are some of the works

synonymous to CA. It is not surprising to find why some of the computing pioneers are
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fascinated and intrigued by the capabilities of a set of simple cells, arranged on a regular

grid, with local connectivity reproducing complex structures from nature like fluid flow.

Long before Moore’s law hit the three walls [5], parallel computing paradigms in

general have been employed in high performance computing (HPC) [5, 111]. In HPC,

the improvement of computations both in terms of speed and accuracy are of prime

importance. In general, one of the ways to improve computations is to understand the

process of mapping an application to the available hardware. More recently, reconfigurable

devices like Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) have been integrated into HPC

systems for application acceleration. Such systems provide grounds where the application

can benefit from exploiting the possibilities of using both fine-grain and coarse-grain levels

of computations.

The recent emergence of multicore architectures and the shift towards multicore com-

puting, may have triggered the evolution of von Neumann architecture towards a parallel

processing paradigm. Today some even consider the possibilities of migrating to different

computing approaches like, CA [120]. This more recent switch from a single threaded

sequential paradigm to a massively parallel computing paradigm [5, 53] makes CA and

its related work more relevant through the breadth of computing. Based on advances in

the CMOS technology, chip companies are foreseeing to manufacture hundreds of cores

on a single die [53]. However, simply increasing the number of cores is not of much use

if we are unable to scale applications to the available cores [58]. So it is no surprise that

computing, in general, is seeking solutions that go beyond conventional paradigms based

on von Neumann architecture [1, 5]. Based on this framework we attempt to understand,

what can be achieved by implementing massively parallel computing paradigms like CA,

using available reconfigurable devices like FPGAs?

1.2 Research Motivation

The three building blocks of this work are, HPC in general, stencil based computations like

CA in particular, and reconfigurable devices like FPGA. Based on this criteria, the chal-

lenges are a) to demonstrate performance gain with running HPC applications like fluid

simulations, b) to understand and classify CA based computations to exploit computing

resources efficiently, and c) to tailor hardware resources like FPGA as per the applica-

tion requirements. In other words dissecting the system implementation right through the

top-level representation to the low-level implementation details to analyse and understand

the overall system performance. Simultaneously, the recent shift towards multicore com-

puting demand such dissections to understand and explore the full potential of multicore
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computing. This need to look for new computing approaches to meet the demands of

future applications led us to research the following questions:

• What can be achieved by implementing massively parallel computing paradigms like

CA, using available reconfigurable devices like FPGAs?

• How to map an application from an abstract level to the underlying bit-level imple-

mentations in hardware?

• Is hardware reconfigurability a requirement to harness the benefits of the multi-

billion transistor era and the overall system speedup?

• Is CA the potential candidate among the parallel processing alternatives in future?

Addressing our research aims requires an understanding of: how to map CA based high

performance applications to reconfigurable device enabled systems. This exercise includes

a) formulating a model to predict the behaviour and the performance of the overall system

design without going into details of the implementation technology, b) based on the com-

putational structure of the application, exploiting and customising the available hardware

both at fine-grained and coarse-grained levels for overall performance gain, c) designing

a system that can be scaled from a single to a multiple FPGA based implementations

and therefore a capability to simulate large simulation sizes, and d) a custom hardware

implementation for a CA algorithm using FPGAs. Based on this scientific endeavour we

logically formulate the following objectives:

• Formulating a model to predict the behaviour and the performance of the overall

CA system implementation using special purpose hardware.

• Develop a detailed system implementation ranging from a single to a multiple FPGA

based system to verify our model.

• Analyse our experimental work within the framework of manycore literature review

and draw parallels between the two.

1.3 Thesis Roadmap

Chapter two focuses on the research background, presenting concepts and technologies

that form the basis of this work. It starts with an overview of CA with some example

algorithms. LBM viewed as a generalised CA is also presented. The chapter moves on to

the technological side introducing reconfigurable computing and FPGA in particular. It

finally concludes with a section devoted to HPC using FPGAs and related works.

Chapter three introduces performance modeling for FPGA-based CA implementation.

It presents a simple and a scalable CA computation method along with the performance

model. Based on this model, CA algorithms are categorised as compute or IO-bound
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computations. Following this categorisation, various CA algorithms are implemented and

presented in the following chapters.

Chapter four presents IO-bound computations, like the Game of life and HPP model,

and their implementations. It also discusses in detail, the computation strategy based

upon pipelining with internal buffers and the optimisation of model parameters for the ef-

ficient mapping to application algorithms on to the hardware logic. The chapter concludes

with test case results and conclusions.

In chapter five, the thesis enters its core with focus on high performance floating

point based computations like LBM. Categorised as compute bound computations, a

single FPGA-based implementation along with details of the architecture is presented.

The internals of the processing elements implementing the CA collision function and the

propagation mechanism using external memory banks are also presented. This single

FPGA-based model sets the stage for the following chapters where it is scaled to multiple

FPGA-enabled systems. The chapter concludes with test case results and the speedup

achieved in comparison to a pure software implementation.

One of the main focuses of this project has been the scalability, that is, to design a

system that can be scaled from a single to a multiple FPGA-enabled PC implementation

and therefore, a capability to simulate large simulation sizes. Chapter six moves on from

single to a multiple FPGA-enabled PC implementation and explains the required modifi-

cations brought about in the software and hardware. Application domain decomposition,

boundary exchange across multiple FPGAs for every iteration computation, and latency

hiding comes into the scene. How efficiently application implementation is able to per-

form boundary exchange and exploit latency hiding techniques is discussed along with its

limits. In conclusion, limitations of a multiple FPGA-enabled PC and results based on

the dual FPGA-enabled PC implementation are presented.

Chapter seven presents an FPGA-based LBM implementation scaled to a highly par-

allel FPGA setup. This chapter demonstrates scalability as one of the main strengths of

the mapping strategy. A single FPGA-based implementation is scaled to a 64-FPGA su-

percomputer with a capability of computing lattice sizes approaching quarter of a billion

cells (214.74 million). The chapter concludes with results.

With all the technical details and the implementation models presented in the previous

chapters, chapter eight adopts a pencil and a paper approach to predict the performance of

desirable system sizes and configurations. The chapter presents how the three dimensional

version of LBM would perform based on the multi FPGA-enabled cluster implementation.

Based on the implementation demonstrated in previous chapters and the prediction of

three dimensional model, the chapter draws some conclusions on using special purpose

devices like FPGA for acceleration in HPC.
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Mapping an inherently parallel application like CA to a multiple FPGA-enabled system

with each FPGA implementing multiple independent processing elements, demonstrates

a massively parallel implementation both in hardware and software. Such example imple-

mentations [10, 11] have been considered analogous to the manycore system implementa-

tion of the future applications. Chapter nine reviews the current state of manycore com-

puting paradigm and its evolution in the future. Based on the current technological push

towards manycore paradigm and our experience of implementing multiple FPGA-enabled

parallel system, we draw some conclusions about the expectations and the requirements

of mapping a CA application to the manycore chips of the future. The chapter concludes

with some of the major challenges facing the computing industry and the future impacts.





Chapter 2

Background

This chapter presents the necessary background for the various topics that form the basis

of this work. Since one of the main focus of this research has been the implementation

of accelerators for cellular automata, an introduction in general is presented for such

algorithms followed by the introduction of the various cellular automata models that

were implemented as a part of this work. Another dimension has been the design and

implementation of cellular automata accelerators using reconfigurable devices like FPGAs,

a section is devoted as an introduction to such devices. A brief discussion is presented on

the recent emerging trend using reconfigurable device enabled high performance computers

also known as high performance reconfigurable computing (HPRC). The chapter concludes

with a discussion on the related work in the field of FPGA based CA computations and

HPRC in general.

2.1 Cellular Automata

Cellular Automata are decentralised spatially extended systems consisting of large num-

bers of simple and identical components with local connectivity [92]. Such systems have

the potential to perform complex computations with a high degree of efficiency and robust-

ness, as well as to model the behaviour of complex systems from nature. CAs have been

studied extensively in natural sciences, mathematics, and computer science. They have

been considered as mathematical objects about which formal properties can be proven and

have been used as parallel computing devices, both for high-speed simulation of scientific

models and for computational tasks such as image processing. CAs have also been used

as abstract models for studying emergent cooperative or collective behaviour in complex

systems [96]. In addition CAs have been successfully applied to the simulation of a large

variety of dynamical systems such as biological processes including pattern formation,

earthquakes, urban growth and most notably in studying fluid dynamics. Their implicit
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spatial locality allows for very efficient high performance implementations and incorpora-

tion into advanced programming environments. For a selection of the numerous papers

in all of these areas, see, for instance, [30, 40, 51, 59, 93, 94, 95].

2.1.1 What are Cellular Automata?

CA are dynamical systems where space, time and state are discrete. And in general

are characterised as a regular grid of simple finite state machines (often called cells in

CA theory) of the same kind with communication between the machines limited to local

interactions. Each individual cell changes its state over time depending on the state of

the cells in its local neighbourhood. The next state rules are deterministic and the overall

structure can be viewed as a parallel processing device with cells updated concurrently

with each time step.

Formal definition

Formally, a CA is specified by a quadruplet (L, S,N, f) where:

• L represents the lattice.

• S is the finite set of possible states of each of the cell.

• N is the finite set of neighbourhood.

• f is the local transition rule.

The lattice is a discrete regular grid of cells within a finite dimensional space (1, 2, 3 used

in practice) where each cell is defined by its discrete position and its discrete state. Each

cell can be in one of the finite number of k possible states. Since the time evolution of

the CA is also discrete, Si the state of the ith cell at a new time t + 1 is a function of the

present state of a finite number of cells in its neighbourhood at time t as:

Si(t + 1) = fi (Sj(t)) (2.1)

where i ∈ L and j is the sub lattice neighbourhood about ith cell.

Types of lattice, neighbourhood, and boundary condition

The binary state, nearest neighbour, one dimensional cellular automata is the simplest

cellular automata. And a system composed of N uniform cells would look like an array

of ones and zeros of width N where the neighbourhood of a cell are the local cells on

the either side. The state of all cells form the global configuration of the CA. For two

dimensional CAs, various types of lattices are possible, for example, triangular, hexagonal

or rectangular. The common types of neighbourhood are Von Neumann (5 cells, consisting
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Figure 2.1: Neighbourhood configurations: (left to right) Von Neumann, Moore and Hexagonal.

Figure 2.2: Boundary configurations: (left to right) Fixed and Periodic.

of the cell along with its 4 neighbours), Moore (9 cells, cell along with its 8 neighbours)

and Hexagonal (7 cells, cell along with its 6 neighbours) as shown in Figure 2.1. Various

boundary conditions are also possible as shown in Figure 2.2. Fixed boundaries: The

boundary cells are assumed to have a specified fixed value, for example, in a null boundary

configuration the boundary cells are assumed to have a value 0. Periodic boundaries: One

in which the lattice is considered to be wrapped as illustrated in Figure 2.2 (right).

According to above given definition for CAs, they are considered to be synchronous

and deterministic. However, in some applications it is desired to have some degree of

randomness in the rule or to have an asynchronous update scheme.

2.1.2 The Game of Life

The Game of Life, perhaps the most famous CA algorithm, was introduced by the British

mathematician John Conway in the beginning of the 70’s [115]. The Game of life is a sim-

ple model for simulating artificial life. The automata is implemented on two-dimensional

square lattice with periodic boundary conditions (Figure 2.2, right one) where each lattice

site is either alive (represented by value 1) or dead (represented by value 0). Therefore, a

single bit is used to represent each site and the lattice is a Boolean matrix. The system

evolves by updating each of the lattice sites simultaneously based on the update rules

that are determined by the state of each cell and their respective neighbourhood (Moore

neighbourhood (Figure 2.1, middle one). The exact rules are as shown in Table 2.1. The

Game of Life contains many interesting patterns and the most extensively studied pat-

Chapter1/Chapter1Figs/CA/EPS/caLatticeTypes.eps
Chapter1/Chapter1Figs/CA/EPS/caBoundaryTypes.eps
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Living neighbours Next state Next state

(if currently alive) (if currently dead)

0 or 1 dead dead

2 alive dead

3 alive alive

4, 5, 6, 7 or 8 dead dead

Table 2.1: Game of Life: The cell update rules.

tern is known as the gliders (see [109] for details), also the first known finite pattern with

unbounded growth. And despite its simple architecture, it has been proved that Game

of Life with an infinite-sized universum has the same computational power as a universal

Turing machine [83].

2.1.3 Lattice Gas Cellular Automata

Perhaps the most successful practical application of cellular automata as computing de-

vices has been in the field of fluid dynamics for fluid simulations [92]. Called Lattice

Gas Cellular Automata (LGCA), this class of CA mimics a fully discrete fictitious fluid.

Both the positions and velocities of the fluid molecules are discrete and tightly coupled

to the discrete lattice. All particles perform free streaming from one lattice node to a

neighbouring one in a time period. Next, particles arriving at a node collide with each

other, thus exchanging momentum in some deterministic or stochastic way. The collisions

on the nodes all occur at the same time and the duration of a collision is assumed to

take zero time. The enforcement of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy in a

collision results in a fully discrete and simplified, yet physically correct microdynamics.

The inherent spatial locality of update rules makes it ideal for parallel processing [41, 92].

With this LGCA dynamics we may then investigate macroscopic variables, that is,

averaged quantities such as fluid density or momentum, which vary over time and length

scales much larger than those of the microdynamics, and for which we can prove that they

behave as a real fluid. The most complete account of LGCA is the book by Rivet and

Boon [84]. Other influential monographs on LGCA are [30, 85]. [14] provide a through

overview of Lattice gases and CA. Finally, [92] explains LGCA in the context of CA

modeling, and also discusses issues related to executing LGCA on a computer.

The HPP model

The HPP model was the first LGCA model invented and introduced by Hardy, Pomeau

and de Pazzis in 1973 [81]. In this model the particles are restricted to move on the links
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Figure 2.3: The HPP configurations.

Figure 2.4: The HPP model: (left to right) Lattice with four velocities and the collision rule.

of a square lattice (see Figure 2.1 left one). Each particle travels at a unit speed, that

is, in each time step it moves from one lattice site to a neighbouring site. A particle can

have only one of the four discrete velocities ei, i ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4 (see also Figure 2.4 left one):

e1 =

[

1
0

]

; e2 =

[

0
1

]

; e3 =

[

−1
0

]

; e4 =

[

0
−1

]

(2.2)

As only one particle is allowed to travel in each direction along a link, a maximum of

four particles can arrive at any site at any time step. Therefore, a 4-bit state machine is

used to represent each of the HPP lattice site. The possible configurations of particles at

each site are shown in Figure 2.3 along with possible coding of the 4-bit state machine.

The dynamics of the system from one time-step to another takes place in two successive

stages, that is, collision and the streaming stage. At the start of each time-step, the

incoming particles at a node collide following the rules as shown in Figure 2.4 (right).

After the collision stage, particles perform a free streaming, that is, each particle travels

from its node to the neighbouring node in the direction of their velocity vector. It can be

easily seen from the collision rules that both the number of particles and the momentum

at each site is conserved, and therefore conserving the mass and momentum for the whole

system. Figure 2.5 shows an example system dynamics from time-step t−1 to t+1, lower

Chapter1/Chapter1Figs/CA/EPS/hppRules.eps
Chapter1/Chapter1Figs/CA/EPS/hppGrid.eps
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Figure 2.5: HPP LGA update mechanism. (left to right) Propagation and the collision phases

for a portion of a square lattice from time t−1 to t+1 are shown where arrows represent particles

and their directions of motion. Figure taken from [22].

panel shows the state of the lattice at the three specified time-steps and the top panel

shows how system evolves from one time-step to another.

Although the HPP model was the first LGCA, however, it was quickly realised that it

was insufficient for correctly simulating flows as governed by the Navier-Stokes equation.

Later, it was also realised that this was due to the models underlying square grid and

was the main consideration that led to the birth of the FHP model based on a hexagonal

lattice where these problems were eliminated (for details see [30, 85]).

2.1.4 Lattice Boltzmann Method

Following the discovery of LGCA as a model for hydrodynamics, in 1988 another model,

the lattice Boltzmann method was introduced. This method is reviewed in detail in [100].

The basic idea being that one should not model the individual particles but particle

densities, that is, the probability of finding a particle with a certain velocity. This means

that particle densities -real numbers- are streamed from cell to cell, and particle densities

collide. In a strict sense we no longer have a CA with a Boolean state vector (in fact, the

state is now a vector of real numbers, so the state space per node is infinite). However, we

can view LBM as a generalized CA, with the same computational structure as explained

by [92].

Chapter1/Chapter1Figs/CA/EPS/hppStreaming.eps
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As shown in Figure 2.6, one of the lattice types used for LBM simulations is the D2Q9-

lattice where 2 refers to the lattice dimensions and 9 is the number of discrete velocity

vectors. For each discrete velocity vector e0 through e8 as shown in Figure 2.6 there is a

probability density distribution f0 to f8 of particles with that velocity. In terms of CA

modeling, in every time step, collision and propagation operations are performed at each

of the lattice nodes.

e6
e2

3e

7e
8e

1e0e

e5

4e

Figure 2.6: The LBM D2Q9 lattice where ei → discrete velocity.

The discrete lattice Boltzmann equation with BGK collision approximation (for de-

tailed discussion see [63]) can be described as:

fi(x + ei∆t, t + ∆t) − f(x, t) = Ωi (2.3)

where fi(x, t) is the particle distribution function traveling with discrete velocity ei, with

i representing the number of discrete velocities. For a square lattice D2Q9 model as shown

in Figure 2.6, particle at rest e0=0, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4,

ei = e

(

cos[(i − 1)π/2]
sin[(i − 1)π/2]

)

(2.4)

and for i = 5, 6, 7, 8,

ei = e
√

2

(

cos[(i − 5)π/2 + π/4]
sin[(i − 1)π/2 + π/4]

)

(2.5)

where particle streaming speed e = ∆x/∆t. ∆x and ∆t are the lattice spacing and the

step size in time respectively. The right hand side of the Equation (2.3), that is, Ωi is the

so-called BGK collision term that models the collision function of the said model as in

Equation (2.6)

Ωi = −1

τ
[fi(x, t) − f eq

i (x, t)] (2.6)

Chapter1/Chapter1Figs/CA/EPS/d2q9Lattice2.eps
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where τ is the dimensionless relaxation parameter and f eq
i (x, t) the equilibruim distribu-

tion function. For D2Q9 lattice, using the macroscopic variables such as density ρ and

velocity u one obtains the following form

f eq
i (ρ,u) = ρωi

[

1 +
3(ei.u)

c2
+

9(ei.u)2

2c4
+

3(u.u)

2c2

]

(2.7)

where weighing factor ωi is ω0 = 4/9, ωi = 1/9 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and ωi = 1/36 for

i = 5, 6, 7, 8. And the macroscopic density and velocity are defined by sums over the

distribution functions fi :

ρ =
∑

i

fi, ρu =
∑

i

fiei. (2.8)

For FPGA implementations as shown in Chapter 5, parameters ∆x = ∆t = 1 were in

lattice units for the above model.

Ignoring the details of the LBM computation being performed at each node as pre-

sented above (or see, for example, [92] and [71] for further details) and to simplify the

explanation, we assume each lattice site to be nothing but a black-box. Each black-box is

initialised with the lattice node’s nine probability density distributions. For the compu-

tation, the initialised black box runs a number of mathematical operations over the given

nine real numbers and returns with a new set of nine real numbers (collision function: in

this case using a BGK collision operator [92]) where f1-f8 are exchanged with the node’s

eight neighbours (propagation function) and f0 represents the particle at rest internal to

the node.

2.2 Reconfigurable Computing

Traditionally to perform a computation, one would write a software program implementing

the algorithm that would be executed using a microprocessor- a general purpose computer.

Since processors execute a set of software instructions to perform a computation and

by changing these software instructions one can modify the functionality of the given

system without any changes in the processors’ hardware. This general purpose nature

of a microprocessor makes it the most flexible method of implementing a computation.

However, this flexibility comes at the cost of performance, that is, to execute a program,

the processor has to read, decode, and execute each of the instruction thus resulting in

a high execution overhead for each instruction. Alternatively, for a faster and efficient

computation one would design and build a special purpose computer, customised and

hardwired to perform the given computation in the hardware directly. However, this high

performance is achieved at the cost of flexibility, that is, the hardwired machine cannot
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be altered after fabrication. See [21, 47, 57] for an interesting list of articles on special

purpose machines in science in general. At the chip level, Application Specific Integrated

Circuits or ASICs [43] are designed specifically to perform specified computations faster

and more efficiently, a device such as Grape [72] is an example. Again, the chip cannot

be altered after fabrication. Reconfigurable computing with FPGA offer a middle ground

that combines the flexibility of the microprocessors and the tailor designed circuitry offered

by the ASIC. See [7, 31, 32, 39, 101] for an introduction to reconfigurable computing using

FPGAs. The fundamental and powerful concept behind using FPGAs is that, the circuitry

within the chip is reconfigurable and tailored as per the application requirements.

2.2.1 FPGA

FPGAs are commodity integrated chips that are completely electrically programmable

and can be customised almost instantaneously by the designer to create custom digital

logic designs after manufacturing (hence the name field programmable). See [106] for an

overview of FPGAs and their programming. [19, 64] are also interesting books concerning

digital logic design using FPGAs. Current FPGAs include logic density equivalent to mil-

lions of gates per chip [74] and can implement very complex computations. Traditionally,

used as glue-logic replacement and rapid-prototyping in networking, telecoms, DSP, etc,

FPGAs with improved features like flexibility, capacity and high performance have also

opened up new avenues in HPC that form the basis of HPRC.

2.2.2 Structure

Figure 2.7: General structure of an FPGA. Image from [19].

Chapter1/Chapter1Figs/FPGA/EPS/fpgaBW.eps
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Figure 2.8: FPGA slice with two 4-input LUT and two Flip-Flops. Image from [43].

The structure of an FPGA in general as shown in Figure 2.7, is based around a matrix

of programmable functional units called configurable logic blocks (CLB) connected via

wires that are also programmable. In order to provide connectivity to the outside world,

a flexible interface called I/O blocks surrounds this programmable matrix. The majority

of the FPGAs are based on SRAM technology [31, 32], that is, the logic blocks and

the programmable interconnect use memory cells called static random access memory

(SRAM) cells to store programmable information. Hence, the configurable points within

the FPGA are SRAM bits and programming these SRAM bits configures the FPGA.

Therefore, re-programming these devices is as easy as writing to a standard static RAM

in a matter of seconds.

CLB being the functional units for most of the logic implementation include logic cells

as their basic building blocks. As shown in Figure 2.8, each logic cell includes one or more

lookup tables (LUT), carry logic, and several storage elements called Flip-Flops. LUTs

are essentially memories used as arbitrary logic function generators. The basic idea is

to store the output value of an n-input function for each input combination in a table,

and using current input value to lookup what the value should be by indexing the table.

Typically, LUT have either 4 or 6 inputs. Thus using the hierarchical structure, that is, the

combination of small scale functions implemented using LUT are interconnected together

to form large scale functions. Therefore, using a FPGA chip, a designer can implement

a custom digital logic simply by mapping the design’s functional units onto the available

Chapter1/Chapter1Figs/FPGA/EPS/fpgaSlice.eps
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logic blocks. The maximum possible clock frequency that can be used to drive the overall

circuit depends on the underlying technology and the depth of the computation between

the storage elements and the routing wire delays.

Other than the CLB, IOBs and interconnects as shown in the Figure 2.7, FPGAs

also include internal memory blocks called block RAMs (BRAM). High-end FPGAs also

include many dedicated functional units and peripherals like DSP units, fast I/Os, multiple

clock control units and even embedded processors like RISC cores to further boost the

performance of the implemented design.

2.2.3 COTS Boards

Typical FPGA based computing resources used are in the form of COTS (commercial

off the shelf) boards, see Appendix 10 for the one used for this research. FPGA based

COTS boards are widely available and easy to setup. Apart from including high-density,

high-performance FPGA(s), they also include on-board memory chips and various other

I/O related components. Usually, FPGA chips are connected to several on-board SRAM

or DRAM memory chips that can be used for additional data storage requirements.

2.3 HPC using FPGAs

Applications from scientific computing and their ever-increasing demand for computing

resources are the two sides of the same coin, and how to further push the performance of

HPC applications using HPC systems is always a challenge. In an attempt to boost the

performance of HPC applications, currently HPC systems incorporate hardware acceler-

ators like FPGAs chips. Such systems are an extension to the traditional HPC systems

with additional reconfigurable devices like FPGAs and are also known as High Perfor-

mance Reconfigurable Computing (HPRC) [42, 55, 56] or reconfigurable supercomputers

[20].

In addition to exploiting the available coarse-grained parallelism across the micropro-

cessors, inclusion of hardware accelerators like FPGAs provides an opportunity to the

HPC programmer to further boost the application performance. This is achieved exploit-

ing the massive fine-grained parallelism and pipelining available through direct hardware

execution using FPGAs. FPGAs allow a programmer to design and build a custom cir-

cuit to compute his explicit computation and therefore, an opportunity to parallalise and

pipeline algorithms on the instruction level to achieve tremendous performance gains.

Additionally, HPRC systems have also shown orders of magnitude improvement in per-

formance, power, size and cost over conventional HPC systems [42].
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Other than proof-of-concept setups like Maxwell [8], RCC [87] or Janus [10], the vendor

provided solutions like Cray’s XD1 [60], DRC Computers’ RPU [34], SGI’s RASC [89] and

SRC Computers’ MAPstations [33], which couple FPGAs with high-end conventional mi-

croprocessors, are of increasing interest to the scientists working in computational science

and engineering communities.

2.3.1 Exploiting HPRC Resources

Since HPRC combines high performance microprocessors along with reconfigurable devices

like FPGAs, all communication is over a high bandwidth and low latency interconnection

network [50], both the processing and connecting capabilities can be tailored to suit the

needs of the specified algorithm in order to maximise performance. However, to harness

the capabilities of the available resources, it is necessary to a) identify kernels with high

computational density, b) map possible kernels to hardware accelerators, c) carefully

partition the application into software and hardware to reduce overall communication

overheads, and d) optimally utilise the available memory hierarchy.

The resources available to the HPRC programmer include programmable logic, on-chip

memory, on-chip decided arithmetic blocks, on-board memory, host memory and the high

speed interconnects. Therefore, the overall application performance is defined by how

efficiently the available resources are configured to maximise the available bandwidth.

[55] lists and explains the possible FPGA computing models that can effectively utilise

the available computing resources depending on the application requirements. In general,

spatial parallelism available within FPGA can be exploited to implement a) pipelined

and parallel algorithms (we have implemented pipelining over time strategy for our I/O

bound CA implementations as discussed in Chapter 4, shown in Figure 4.2 and multiple

processing elements running in parallel implementation as discussed in Chapter 5, shown

in Figure 3.2), b) customised data paths (see lattice Boltzmann processing element imple-

mentation as shown in Figure 5.2), and c) using internal buffers like FIFOs for temporary

data storage to minimise I/O communications. The overall memory hierarchy (on-chip,

on-board, and host memory) is exploited to maximise available bandwidth. For example,

in our multi-FPGA based lattice Boltzmann implementation as discussed in Chapter 6

and 7, multiple-independent on-board SDRAM memory banks store the lattice and the

boundary data, on-chip memory as FIFOs buffering input and output data streams con-

nected to the processing elements, on-chip memory as register file within each processing

element storing the cells state during next state computation, and host memory for bound-

ary update over multiple FPGAs. In Chapter 7, we demonstrate using system profiling,

a successful implementation of our latency hiding based boundary update operations by
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host machines over multiple FPGAs. Such working latency hiding was achieved due to

the successful exploitation of the available memory hierarchy.

2.4 Related Work

As CA provide a mathematical representation of a wide range of complex systems [59], it

is not surprising to find numerous attempts by researchers both in the past and present to

find methods of how to effectively simulate CA systems in an attempt to understand their

emergent behaviour, using the available state-of-art computing resources. As an example,

one of the famous cellular automata machines has been CAM by Toffoli and Margolus

[102]. Margolus states in [73] “our CAM simulations made Pomeau and others realise

that lattice gases were not just conceptual models, but might be turned into powerful

computational tools”. This is a testimony to the success of such machines. See [48]

for a list of CA as parallel computing machines. With the availability of programmable

chips, such as FPGAs, one can easily emulate a special purpose chip instead of building

a special purpose computer using custom VLSI chips [47] that allows virtually every

research an opportunity to design his or her special purpose computer using FPGA chips.

Consequently, many FPGA-based CA systems have been proposed and implemented. The

following section discusses some of the FPGA-based CA systems reported in the current

decade.

Researchers at TU Darmstadt developed a series of FPGA-based CA accelerators

called CEPRA-machines to answer “How much speedup could be gained by using FPGA

technology compared to optimised software?” [52] speculated a thousand times speedup

using the then available latest high end FPGA technology.

In 2001, Cappuccino et al. [25] proposed an FPGA-based CA computational engine

called CAREM and demonstrated its implementation for an image thinning algorithm

and forest fire simulations with a speedup of 65 and 24 respectively. Though the imple-

mentation models were simple with a four or less bits per cell state but engine layout

used two independent external memory banks to store the current and the next state

of the automata respectively. Storing the lattice in the external memory banks ensures

that the available FPGA logic resources do not limit the lattice size for simulations. Our

implementation design as discussed in Chapter 3 is formulated around this layout which

is important for numeric computations based accelerators.

In [92], Sloot et al. specify fluid simulations using cellular automata as one of the most

successful practical application of cellular automata as computing devices, and in [97],

Smith et al. report FPGA-based accelerators for computational fluid dynamics promise

large improvement in sustained performance at better price-performance rations with
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lower overall power consumption than conventional processors. Therefore, it is no surprise

that number of FPGA-based accelerators for such simulations have been reported, for

example, [66, 78, 86, 90, 91].

Kobori et al. [66], reported in a series of publications, results from their FPGA-

based implementations for Lattice Gas Models. For a single FPGA implementation of

a 3D FCHC Lattice Gas Model they demonstrate a 200 times speedup compared to a

software version on a 1.8GHz Athlon processor. They used a parallel and a pipelined

processing arrangement to improve both the computation and the FPGA resource util-

isation depending on the available FPGA resources. Again, the implementations were

non-numerical computations, that is, bitwise operations that demonstrated a speedup for

a 3D lattice and an efficient usage of FPGA resources using pipelining over time. Our

I/O bound implementations, as presented in Chapter 4, employ this pipelining over time

with additional new features.

Nallatech, a commercial vendor for FPGA-based solutions, also reported a FHP-III

lattice gas model implementation [91] using their DIME-C environment in 2005, where

they reported a performance of 550 times faster than 1GHz Pentium processor which is

equivalent to 100 times faster than 4GHz processor. They quote “LG are CA based and

as such they are simple models that need to be repeated many hundreds, thousands or

millions of times to get a useful result. This would ideally require a great number of

relatively simple computers. The question is where such computers exist?” as their moti-

vation behind their work and further explain their approach as “Conventional computers

are ideal for the complex models but as inappropriate for the simple models. With RC, we

have reverted to the purer ideas of computing where the computer is designed to perform

a single task well and then redesign if it needs to perform another task. Thus we have in

RC the ability to create multiple, simple, perfectly implemented cells. Each is capable of

implementing the simple rules defined by the CA. Their sum total is capable of producing

the complexity of results required.”

All of the above mentioned works have focused on CA where the state space per cell

is finite and therefore these are non-numeric computations. However, the computational

structure of cellular automata, in general, matches the generic stencil based structures as

also found in well known numerical techniques such as LBM [100] and in the FDTD algo-

rithm [29] [27] that explicitly solve the time-dependent Maxwell equations. We can view

LBM as a generalised CA because of their same computational structure as explained by

[92], Nallatech also reported their FPGA-based LBM implementations [90] based on their

previous FPGA-based CA work [91] in 2005. This work did not demonstrate any speedup,

but was most likely the first work to report floating point based FPGA implementation

for LBM and a progress from their FHP-III implementation. In the following year, for
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2-dimensional time-dependent fluid dynamics problems, [86] reported their streaming ac-

celerator implemented on a Virtex-4 FPGA with PCI Express x8 interface that achieved

a speedup of 2.93 and 2.46 compared to a 3.4 GHz Pentium4 processor and a 2.2 GHz

Opteron processor respectively. They reported their implementation methodology based

on the optimisation of the equations of LBM and then formulating a streaming computa-

tion based on their stream compiler for FPGAs [75].

Finite difference or the FDTD algorithm are also numeric and stencil based compu-

tations and some of the their noted FPGA-based implementations are [28], [29], [36] and

[37]. Using a fixed-point method implementation, [29] reported a 24 times speed-up of

a two-dimensional FDTD and as per [36], though this method was not as accurate as

floating point but showed tremendous speed-up over the software calculations. Using

fixed-point methods for numeric computations like LBM is an interesting idea that could

be implemented using an FPGA and validated against a software implementation for the

relative errors.

One of the main aims of this project has been scalability, that is, to design a system

that can be scaled from a single- to a multi-FPGA based implementation and therefore

a capability to simulate large simulation sizes. In Chapter 7 we present a multi-FPGA

based implementation using Maxwell- a 64 FPGA supercomputer [8] from EPCC at the

University of Edinburgh.

Gokhale et al. define reconfigurable supercomputing as “combines programmable de-

vices like FPGA with high performance microprocessors, all communicating over a high

bandwidth, low latency interconnection network” [50] and presents in details the pros and

cons of such systems. For the discussion on the feasibility of FPGA supercomputing see

for example [35, 50, 87]. [8, 10, 11, 26, 76, 87] are some of the many research groups

that have setup FPGA supercomputers. The main idea behind these machines is to run

such applications where the control and I/O portion is executed by the microprocessors

and the compute and data-intense portion is accelerated using FPGAs. [50] discusses the

various commercially available FPGA supercomputing architectures and the more recent

trend where the cluster is augmented with FPGA chips for application acceleration are

discussed in [35]. Other than having a microprocessor based communication network,

machines like Maxwell [8] also include an independent point-to-point link between the

adjacent FPGAs thus enabling an FPGA only setup to perform parallel computations. A

wide range of applications from the areas of finance [8, 26], medicine [8], petrochemical,

cryptography [76], etc have been ported successfully to FPGA supercomputers, however,

majority of such applications are trivially parallel as the Monto Carlo simulations [10]

with limited data requirements.
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2.5 Summary

This chapter introduces cellular automata in general and the various models that were

implemented as a part of this work. It also presents reconfigurable platform like FPGA

used to implement cellular automata accelerators and how to exploit the available features

for overall performance. One of the key focus of exploiting memory hierarchy available

in HPRC systems as a necessary feature in order to maximum overall system perfor-

mance is also covered. Finally, other interesting works in the field of FPGA-based CA

implementations and their influence on this work is also presented.



Chapter 3

Performance Modeling of FPGA

based CA Implementation*

The FPGA based computation engines appear to be very attractive for CA algorithms as

CAs consist of a uniform structure composed of many finite state machines, thus matching

the inherent design layout of FPGA hardware. The computational structure of CAs in

general, resembles the generic stencil based structures also found in, for example, finite

difference of FDTD algorithm. As per [29] FPGA based FDTD implementations have

shown a significant performance gain.

However, there are many trade-offs to consider when designing and implementing the

FPGA based CA accelerator. For the best possible mapping of CA algorithm to the

FPGA logic space, the most important aspect is to fully understand the behaviour of the

specified CA algorithm in terms of its execution times, which is either compute or I/O

bound.

Performance modeling is a highly popular and commonly used technique in high per-

formance computing [46]. In contrast, there is hardly published work that demonstrates

the application of performance modeling techniques in high performance computing using

FPGAs. This chapters introduces the application of performance modeling techniques

for FPGA based CA computations. The chapter starts by explaining the basic FPGA

enabled PC organisation for CA computations and the related performance model. It

discusses a scalable FPGA enabled PC organisation for CA computations with identified

parameters that are defined both by CA algorithm and the FPGA hardware. Finally, a

∗This chapter is based on the following publications:

• S. Murtaza and A.G. Hoekstra and P.M.A. Sloot, ‘Compute Bound and I/O Bound Cellular Au-

tomata Simulations on FPGA logic’, ACM Transactions on Reconfigurable Technology and Systems,

1, 1-21 (2009)
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simple metric that categorises a CA algorithm in terms of its execution times for the said

FPGA-PC system organisation is also presented.

3.1 Basic Organisation

Consider a basic setup where the CA lattice is small enough that each CA cell is processed

using a dedicated processing element (PE). As the whole CA lattice completely fits into the

FPGA space, the resulting computing system is therefore simple. For CA computation,

the whole lattice is downloaded to the FPGA from the host machine and is run for the

required number of generations. Finally, the resulting generation is uploaded back to the

host system where all the required pre- and post-processing is performed. However, this

setup is feasible only when the whole CA lattice fits the given FPGA space.

3.1.1 Generic Performance Model

Assuming the host system does all the required pre- and post-processing plus the FPGA

for CA computations, the performance model for such a system is defined as follows. We

assume that we want to compute a CA for g generations. When executed on a stand alone

PC system this would take Tpc execution time. Using the FPGA enabled PC system the

same computation takes Tft execution time, and we write

Tft = Tfpga + Tfo (3.1)

where, Tfpga is the pure execution time on the FPGA, and Tfo is total overhead time to

pre and post process the CA lattice and transfer time to move the data to the FPGA and

back to the main memory. Note that in Equation (3.1) we assume a serial implementation,

that is, the useful computation (Tfpga) does not execute at the same time as the overhead

work (Tfo). However, in many cases an overlap between computation and the overhead

work is possible, and then the model needs to be adapted slightly. We can now define the

obtained speedup by running on the FPGA as

S =
Tpc

Tft

=
Tpc/Tfpga

1 + Tfo/Tfpga

=
Smax

1 + fo

. (3.2)

The maximum speedup Smax that can ever be obtained on the FPGA enabled PC system

is Tpc/Tfpga. Only if the overhead time is zero this speedup will be obtained. For finite

overhead times the decrease of maximum speedup is determined by a dimensionless num-

ber, the fractional overhead fo = Tfo/Tfpga. Note that if fo is small, Equation (3.2) can

be written as
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Figure 3.1: Basic computation model: A scalable FPGA based CA implementation using the

two attached on-board memory banks to store the two consecutive CA lattice computations.

S ≈ Smax(1 − fo). (3.3)

We can also define an efficiency of the FPGA implementation as

ε =
S

Smax

. (3.4)

The efficiency is a number between 0 and 1. We assume that the overhead consists of the

time to preprocess the CA lattice on the PC (Tpre), the time to download the CA lattice

from PC to FPGA on-board memory (Ts), the time to upload CA lattice from the FPGA

on-board memory to the PC (Tr), and the time to post process the CA lattice on the PC

(Tpos). With these definitions we can now write

Tfo = Tpre + Ts + Tr + Tpos (3.5)

and the fractional overhead fo can now be written as a summation of four different types

of fractional overheads, i.e.

fo = fpre + fs + fr + fpos. (3.6)

with fi = Ti/Tfpga and i ∈ {pre, s, r, pos}. The terms above depend on various parameters

like clock frequency of the hardware, number of CA cells, number of CA generations

computed etc. However, note that such model is only feasible when the whole CA lattice

fits the given FPGA space.

3.2 FPGA with Multiple On-board Memory Banks

For real CA applications the lattice is large (say 1283 cells). Consequently we can assume

that the lattice is larger than the FPGA capacity but still fits the memory banks available

on the FPGA board. The resulting computing system is composed of a host machine for

pre- and post-processing and a FPGA board with on-board memory banks connected as

a co-processor for CA computations. With this FPGA based CA accelerator system, the

Chapter2/Chapter2Figs/EPS/cAcomputeEngine.eps
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host machine initially describes the problem to be solved and downloads all the relevant

information (CA lattice data) to one of the on-board memory banks of the FPGA board

and then starts the FPGA for computations. The FPGA runs the compute engine (CE)

implementing the CA transition function and uses the two attached on-board memory

banks to store the two consecutive CA lattice computations as shown in Figure 3.1. At

each step t, the CE reads the current state S(t) of k cells (where k is the number of CA

cells that the FPGA is able to read from the source memory in parallel) from the source

memory bank, computes the new state S(t+1) of k cells using p PEs, and writes them

out to the destination memory bank. Figure 3.2 shows the system diagram along with

the main parameters like k and p. Once the entire CA lattice data is read from the source

memory, updated using CE and stored to the destination memory, the roles of the two

memory banks are switched and a new iteration similar to the CAREM processor [25]

starts. This system organisation enables a totally parallel computation, that is, reading,

computing, and writing all are done in parallel and a scalable organisation where the

CA lattice size is not confined to the available FPGA capacity but the on-board memory

banks which are often quite huge. With the completion of the computations, the host

machine uploads the results from the FPGA’s on-board destination memory bank for

postprocessing.

3.3 Compute and I/O Bound CA Computations

With the general description of the overall system organisation as presented in the pre-

vious section, there are many trade-offs to consider when designing and implementing

the FPGA based CA accelerator. For the best possible mapping of CA algorithm to the

FPGA logic space, the most important aspect is to fully understand the behaviour of the

specified CA algorithm in terms of its execution times, which are either compute bound

or I/O bound.

We will now restrict ourselves to two-dimensional CA and apply an algorithm based

on the alternate use of memory banks as source and destination memory as proposed by

[25], and assume that the FPGA is able to read from the source memory, write to the

destination memory, and compute cell states all in parallel.

To categorise a specified CA algorithm as a compute bound or an I/O bound, consider

a CA lattice with N cells. Assume, the FPGA running p PEs (each PE updates a single

cell at a time) in parallel and reads k cells (where k is the number of CA cells that the

FPGA’s CE is able to read from the source memory in parallel) in time τr, and the time
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board memory banks. Compute engine has p processing elements (PE), where each PE updates a

single CA cell at a time. Compute engine reads k CA cells from the source bank and also writes

out same to the destination bank.

to write out k cells from the FPGA into the destination memory is τw and the time to

update a cell is τc. The total time to compute N cells is τc

⌈

N

p

⌉

(⌈x⌉ is the ceiling of

x, i.e., rounding upwards), time to read N cells is τr

⌈

N

k

⌉

and time to write N cells is

τw

⌈

N

k

⌉

. Now, we can classify a CA algorithm as compute bound computations as long

as the following is true:

τc

⌈

N

p

⌉

> max(τr, τw)

⌈

N

k

⌉

. (3.7)

Assuming that τr ≥ τw (which for our CA computations is usually true, as the amount

of input data per cell is larger then the amount of output data per cell), Equation (3.7)

becomes

τr ≤ τc

⌈

N

p

⌉⌈

N

k

⌉−1

. (3.8)

Usually N ≫ p and N ≫ k, and therefore,

τr ≤ τc

k

p
. (3.9)

Similarly, for I/O bound computations the reverse holds.
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Figure 3.3: Compute bound scenarios: in upper and the middle panel k (number of CA cells

that the FPGA’s CE is able to read from the source memory in parallel) is equal to p (number

of PEs, each PE updates a single CA cell at a time) and in lower panel k > p.
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3.3.1 Execution Time for Compute Bound Computation

For compute bound operations we assume that on start-up the FPGA first reads k cells,

after which PEs start to compute. Several scenarios are possible as shown in Figure 3.3.

If p ≤ k (upper and the middle panel of Figure 3.3) all PEs start to compute, whereas

if p > k (lower panel of Figure 3.3) only k PEs will start computing. While computing,

a next batch of k cells are read. If PEs still sit idle, they can now start, if not, PEs

will immediately start computing on a next cell once they have completed computing

on a previous cell. In parallel, the result is written to a destination memory location.

Finally, after completion of all computations, remaining data is written to memory. The

detailed execution profile depends on k and p, and in Figure 3.3 a number of examples

are shown. So, except for start up and final writing of data to memory, all execution time

is determined by the computation time.

Define Tc as the execution time for compute bound computations. An initial start-up

time τr is required to start the PEs to update cells. The PEs are now busy updating

lattice cells for a duration τc

⌈

N

p

⌉

. At the end of the computations, CE waits for a time

τr

{⌈p

k

⌉

− 1
}

for the PEs to complete their remaining computations (this happens only

when p > k, otherwise this term is 0) followed by a time τw to write out remaining data

to the destination memory bank. The sum of the above mentioned time durations results

in the overall execution time for the compute bound scenario as specified below.

Tc = τr + τc

⌈

N

p

⌉

+ τr

{⌈p

k

⌉

− 1
}

+ τw. (3.10)

Validating Equation (3.10) for (k = p = 1), we get

Tc = τr + Nτc + τw.

This is exactly as shown in Figure 3.3 case(a). Similarly, when (k = p) in Equation (3.10)

(middle panel in Figure 3.3), we find

Tc = τr + τc

⌈

N

p

⌉

+ τw.

3.3.2 Execution Time for I/O Bound Computation

For I/O bound computations, the CE just starts reading k cells, after which computations

start. The reading of cells is repeated

⌈

N

k

⌉

times. All computations are done in parallel

to this reading. Having read all cells, a final compute and write cycle is required to update

the last batch of cells that were read into the FPGA. Figure 3.4 shows a number of possible
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Figure 3.4: I/O bound scenarios: in upper and the middle panel k (number of CA cells that

the FPGA’s CE is able to read from the source memory in parallel) is equal to p (number of

PEs, each PE updates a single CA cell at a time) and in lower panel, k > p where the mesh of

small squares represent idle PEs.
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scenarios, for different values of k and p. Note that when p > k we have the situation

that PEs remain idle for the full computation as shown in Figure 3.4 lower panel. In that

case one can implement for instance a more advanced CA algorithm, realising a pipeline

over CA generations. This is further explained in Section 4.1.2.

The execution time (Ti) for I/O bound computations is

Ti = τr

⌈

N

k

⌉

+ τc + τw. (3.11)

Equation (3.10) and Equation (3.11) define Tc and Ti respectively. They should result

in the same execution time when we cross from the Compute bound to the I/O bound

case, that is, when (from Equation (3.8))

τr = τc

⌈

N

p

⌉⌈

N

k

⌉−1

(3.12)

In substituting Equation (3.12) back in Equation (3.10) and Equation (3.11) respec-

tively, we find a small difference. This has to do with the fact that the expressions for the

execution time, take correctly, the start up and end effects into account, whereas these

where discarded when deriving Equation (3.8). However, in the limit N → ∞, the small

differences disappear, because then the start up and end effects can be neglected.

3.4 Summary

This chapter presents a scalable FPGA based PC organisation where FPGA uses stream

processing model for CA computations. Based on FPGA stream processing model, a

simple methodology is proposed to categorise a CA algorithm either as I/O bound or as a

compute bound algorithm. As presented in the following chapters, this methodology not

only hides the details concerning the bit manipulations performed within the FPGA fabric,

but also allows accurate prediction of the entire computation performance. Further, I/O

and the compute bound categorisation is also used as the foundation for the formulation of

the hardware algorithms and their performance model for each of the CA implementations

presented in the following chapters.





Chapter 4

I/O Bound CA on FPGA*

In this chapter CA algorithms like the Game of Life and the Lattice Gas HPP model, as

introduced in Chapter 2, are of our interest. Next state computation for these types of

CAs are a few bitwise operations, implying each cell update lasts a few hardware clock

ticks and the PE implementation requires minimal hardware resources.

Considering these two main factors, their hardware implementation has to ensure

that input and the output data streams into the CA engine match up with the engine’s

processing speed and the optimal utilisation of the FPGA resources. Therefore, once a CA

algorithm is categorised as I/O bound using a formulation as presented in Section 3.3, the

next step is to formulate a hardware design that ensures the maximum utilisation of FPGA

resources, and maximises the number of CA iteration computations per a complete data

stream flow from source to destination memory bank via FPGA. Standard techniques

like pipelining and memory hierarchy can be employed to improve the overall system

organisation.

This chapter presents the FPGA-based implementations for the I/O bound CA test

benches, that is, the Game of Life and the HPP lattice gas. Various hardware algorithms

employed to improve the overall system performance are discussed in detail. System

parameters like depth of pipelining, memory storage, bandwidth etc and how they define

an optimal design are also discussed in detail. The chapter concludes with some results

and possible future extensions.

∗This chapter is based on the following publications:

• S. Murtaza, A.G. Hoekstra, and P.M.A. Sloot, “Performance modeling of 2D Cellular Automata on

FPGA,”in 17th International Conference on Field Programmable Logic and Applications (FPL’07),

pp. 74–78. IEEE, Amsterdam, August 27–29, 2007.

• S. Murtaza, A.G. Hoekstra, and P.M.A. Sloot, “Performance evaluation of FPGA-based Cellular

Automata accelerators,” in Proceedings of the Third Annual Reconfigurable Systems Summer In-

stitute (RSSI’07), (on line proceedings) +7. Reconfigurable Systems Summer Institute, National

Center for Supercomputing Applications, Urbana, Illinois, July 17–20, 2007.
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4.1 I/O Bound 2D CA on FPGA

The Game of Life and the Lattice Gas HPP model as introduced in Chapter 2, are

both very simple CAs with one-bit and a four-bits state per cell respectively. Since their

computational structure is simple, the FPGA resource utilisation per PE is quite low (that

is, few logic gates to compute the next state and few memory elements for state storage).

Given the fixed bandwidth between the FPGA and the memory banks, and the low FPGA

resource utilisation per PE, a simple implementation would read k cells from the source

memory into the FPGA, and have equal number of PEs implemented in the FPGA for

parallel computations. As shown in Figure 4.1, a k PE implementation to compute k cells

in parallel make a compute block (CB). Though this design layout reads, computes and

writes k cells in parallel respectively, the FPGA resources are massively under utilised.

In order to improve both the computation and the FPGA resource utilisation, a number

of CBs are arranged in a pipeline as proposed by [65] and as shown in Figure 4.2. The

number of CB implementations also depends on the available FPGA resources as explained

in Section 4.1.2.

4.1.1 Basic Computation Model

In order to explain the detailed strategy of the computation method for our I/O bound

CA accelerator implementation as shown in Figure 4.2, consider a simple scenario with a

CA grid consisting of x columns and y (= k, FPGA-memory bandwidth) rows as shown

in Figure 4.1(a) with periodic boundary conditions (boundary conditions are discussed

in section 2.1.1, Figure 2.2). A simple implementation with a single CB as shown in

Figure 4.1, reads and computes a column (which is equal to k cells) in parallel. For a CB

to compute a column implies, performing a collision and propagation within the FPGA,

and to do this each CB has to store three consecutive columns, that is, left, middle, and

the right column to compute the next state for the middle column. Therefore, each PE

implementing the CA collision and propagation function are as shown in Figure 4.1(c).

With each clock tick, a PE updates a single cell. In order to update a cell, a PE: a) stores

three consecutive cells of a row, where the one in the middle is to be updated, b) receives

the required upper three neighbouring cells from the neighbouring top PE, and c) receives

the required lower three neighbouring cells from the neighbouring lower PE. And with all

of the information available, the PE updates a cell and flushes out it’s updated state. For

this setup, lets assume, the FPGA reads the whole column in parallel in time τr. Since the

boundary conditions along the top and bottom edge of the lattice are available within the

y cells, the single CB outputs exactly y cells with correct computed next state. With the

FPGA engine able to read (and write in parallel as well) k cells per column in time τr, the
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right column in order to compute (collision function) the next state for the middle column. With

the completion of collision function, PE propagates the update state to its two neighbouring PEs

within the same compute block as itself.

execution times are completely I/O bound. Therefore, the time to compute x columns is

just the time needed to read them into the FPGA: x × τr.

However, if the boundary conditions along the sides of the lattice are not available at

the beginning of the computation (which is true for periodic boundary conditions), the CE

has to re-read the first two columns of the lattice once it is done reading the x columns,

in order to correctly compute the next state of the y cells of the last and the first column

of the lattice. This results in an overhead of re-reading two columns when the number of

CB=1 in the CE. If hard boundary conditions are considered then this overhead is zero.

4.1.2 Pipelined Computation Model

Based on the computation model presented in the previous section, that is, the CE with a

single CB (similar to Figure 3.4, upper panel), the CE first reads the state of k cells from

the source memory bank. After the CB computes the next state of k cells, the CE finally

writes out this new state into the destination memory bank. Unlike Figure 3.4, lower

panel, where the FPGA space is under utilised with some PEs sitting idle, we can further

improve the computations and FPGA hardware resources by implementing multiple CBs

in the CE. Instead of using only a single stage CE engine where only a single generation

is computed, we can use multiple CBs connected in a pipeline as shown in Figure 4.2.

This pipelined CE results in the computation of n generations in a single sweep (that is,
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the whole CA lattice from source memory is passed through the CE for computations,

and the computation results are stored in destination memory) where n is the number of

CBs connected together. This pipelined model has been successfully implemented by [65]

but without alternating the roles of the two memory banks as source, and the destination

memory after every single sweep.

With a pipelined CE employing n CBs, we still get y cells with correct output but, the

overhead of re-reading columns due to boundary conditions along the sides of the lattice

goes up by 2n. And the overhead time is 2nτr.

Moreover, with n CBs, it requires some time to fill the pipeline before the CE starts

writing out computed data. This startup time is (n + 1)τr.

Therefore, for I/O bound CA simulations with y = k, the total execution time to

compute n generations is

Ti = (x + 3n + 1)τr (4.1)

With alternate use of memory banks as source and destination memory, we can compute

g generations simply by reusing the CE that has n CBs only by swapping the role of

memory banks as required. So to compute generation g, it requires sweeping the whole

CA lattice through the CE b times where b =
g

n
, then the total execution time is simply

b × Ti.
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4.1.3 Pipelined Computation Model with Internal Buffers

Next we consider a more realistic scenario with k < FPGA internal memory ≤ y as shown

in Figure 4.4 (left). Now, we can use the available internal memory within the FPGA to

buffer w×k cells within each CB (each CB has k PEs as shown in Figure 4.2 and the three

internal buffers of every PE now have a capacity of w each as shown in Figure 4.3). This

enables us to store the data for w computational planes as shown in Figure 4.4 during

CA computation.

As y ≫ w, the CE no longer has the boundary conditions available along the two

edges of the w × k cells wide computational plane. Therefore, each CB outputs the two

cells along the two edges with wrong states as shown in Figure 4.4 (right). With the n

CB pipelined engine, the CE outputs 2n cells with wrong states and this results in the

overlap of computation planes along x-axis that need to be recomputed in order to get

correct results. As shown in Figure 4.4, to compute n generations, that is, sweeping the

CA lattice once through the CE, the CE has to sweep the whole CA lattice from the

source to destination memory in m computational planes where m is

m =
y

wk − 2n
. (4.2)

With this setup, to compute g generations, the total execution time is now

Ti = bmw(x + 3n + 1)τr. (4.3)

Substituting for b and m, we get

Ti =
gyw(x + 3n + 1)τr

n(wk − 2n)
. (4.4)

4.1.4 Optimal Design

The number of system parameters like k, n, w, etc are now identified. How these param-

eters are related, helps to describe the optimal system implementation. Next we try to

find an expression for the optimal value of n, that is, the depth of the pipeline. Since we

can safely assume that x >> 3n + 1, we can reduce Equation (4.4) to

Ti =
gwxyτr

n(wk − 2n)
. (4.5)

Equation (4.5) is minimised by taking n equal to

noptimal =
wk

4
. (4.6)

Substituting noptimal for n in Equation (4.5), we get

Ti =
8gxyτr

wk2
. (4.7)
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thus confirming the intuitive expectation that a FPGA with larger internal memory or

capacity to hold more logic and improved I/O interface between the FPGA and on-

board memory banks improves the execution time accordingly. Equation (4.7) also states

explicitly how the parameters defined by the implementing technology can impact the

performance of the CA accelerator.

The CE implementation based on the pipelined model having n CBs, and alternating

the roles of the two memory banks as source and destination memory after every sin-

gle sweep (provided the two on-board memory banks are completely independent), reads

k cells from source memory, computes n × k cells and writes k cells to the destination

memory in parallel. With the FPGA configured, the user initiates the process of initial-

ising the source memory, next the CE is run for a specified number of generations. The

CE alternatively reads out the data from one of the on-board memory banks and writes

out the computed results to the other memory bank. When the CE is done with the

computations, it signals the host accordingly.

4.2 Test Cases

To demonstrate the proposed performance model for I/O bound two dimensional CAs,

we implemented and validated our model for two different CA algorithms: The Game of

Life and the HPP lattice gas automata.

Consider a 1024x1024 Game of Life lattice that requires to be computed for 512 gen-

erations. The performance model for such an implementation as per Equation (4.5) has

parameters x = y = 1024, g=512 and these values are defined by the application. The rest

of the parameters for Equation (4.5) are specified by the FPGA implementation technol-

ogy, that is, the number of bit-wide Game of Life cells the CE can read from source SRAM

specifies k= 16 (see Appendix 10 for Spartan-3 FPGA-board details), w and n depend on

the available logic space within the FPGA chip and τr is determined by the hardware clock

frequency. With varying values for n and w in Equation (4.5), the respective execution

times for the Game of Life are as shown in Figure 4.5.

Similar to the Game of Life computation, if we again consider a 1024x1024 square

lattice for the HPP model that requires to be computed for 512 generations, all the

variables defined by underlying FPGA implementation technology remain the same except

k=4, which is the number of four-bit wide HPP cells CE can read from source SRAM (see

Appendix 10 for Spartan-3 FPGA-board details). Again, with varying values for n and w

Equation (4.5) for the HPP model, the respective execution times for the model behave

somewhat similar to the Game of Life model as shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Performance model as specified by Equation (4.5) to compute 512th generation of

The Game of Life. Each curve represents the execution time for a given number of pipeline

stages (that is, number of CBs n = 8, 12, 16, 24, 32, 64 respectively) as a function of internal

buffer size of a pipeline stage or CB.

4.3 Results

The Spartan-3 board (for details see Appendix 10) has two SRAM chips which are how-

ever, not completely independent. Therefore, we had to read and write to the source and

destination memory alternatively from the CE running on the FPGA. Since the Spartan-3

board runs with a maximum clock frequency of 50MHz and the available asynchronous

SRAM chips on board have access time ≤ 10ns, this permitted us to read, compute and

write in two clock cycles, implying that τr is 2 × 20ns for our system implementation.

Specific to our Spartan-3 board, for the Game of Life implementation, k=16 and the

maximum logic that was possible to fit the underlying FPGA chip was with n=16 and

w=9. These values also resulted in the best possible computation time for the available

FPGA hardware resources for the given setup as shown in Figure 4.6.

For the HPP model implementation, Spartan-3 board defines k=4 and the maximum

logic that was possible to fit the underlying FPGA chip was again with n=16 and w=9.

But, for this case these values for n and w respectively result in non-optimal computation

time for the given setup. The best computation time was achieved with n=8 and w=16

as shown in Figure 4.7.

4.4 Conclusion and Future Work

The two dimensional I/O bound CA implementations presented in this chapter were based

on the combination of hardware algorithms as proposed by [25, 65] respectively. Other

than combining the best design features from [25, 65] implementations, our work presents a
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model to evaluate the performance of a two dimensional CA executed on a typical Spartan-

3 FPGA board. The performance model explicitly showed how the various parameters

defined by the FPGA technology control the CA accelerator engine implemented in the

Game of Life and the HPP model. Using this approach we were able to predict the

performance of the algorithm and exploit the parameters optimally for a specific FPGA

technology, long before the algorithm was implemented and run in reality. As a result

of this, the FPGA hardware resources are used in a way that enable the implementation

of the fastest possible accelerator, for the application, using specific technology. The

pipelined CA computation engine as proposed by [65] was further improved by a) alternate

uses of memory banks as source and destination memory, b) the parameters that define

the number of pipeline stages as specified in Equation (4.6) and categorise the overall

hardware design as a scalable algorithm for I/O bound CA implementations.

Possible future extensions are: to look into the data transfer between the host machine

and the FPGA, and include the measurements in the given speedup equations; to use

advanced hardware platform with V5 Xilinx FPGAs with multiple independent memory

banks for implementations; and to further investigate three dimensional I/O bound CAs.



Chapter 5

Compute Bound CA on FPGA*

After discussing bitwise operation based CA algorithms in the previous chapter, we next

move on to the numeric computation based CA algorithms like the lattice Boltzmann

method ([92] explains how we can view LBM as a generalised CA). The lattice Boltz-

mann method is a well known stencil based numerical technique for physical simulations.

The floating-point numbers constitute the state of a lattice Boltzmann cell, therefore, its

next state computation is based on floating-point operations. Floating-point based CA

computations result in a longer cell update and more FPGA resource utilisation per PE

implementation. The compute time and the FPGA resource utilisation, per lattice Boltz-

mann method PE implementation, suits our goal of validating of our performance model

for compute bound computations.

Once a CA algorithm is categorised as compute bound using the formulation as pre-

sented in Section 3.3 and considering the floating-point computation requirements, for-

mulating a hardware design to ensure the optimal utilisation of FPGA resources and the

overall performance gain is a challenge. Hardware design has to ensure that the source

and destination memory are not overwhelmed by the computation engine’s data streams.

Additionally, each PE implementation demands huge FPGA resources, hence pushing

more PEs in a design becomes challenging.

In this chapter, using the D2Q9 Lattice Boltzmann Method, we implement and validate

our proposed performance model for the compute bound two-dimensional CA algorithm.

Hardware algorithms, employed to improve the overall system performance, are also dis-

cussed in detail. The chapter concludes with performance results and the possible future

extensions.

∗This chapter is based on the following publications:

• S. Murtaza and A.G. Hoekstra and P.M.A. Sloot, ‘Compute Bound and I/O Bound Cellular Au-

tomata Simulations on FPGA logic’, ACM Transactions on Reconfigurable Technology and Systems,

1, 1-21 (2009)
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Figure 5.1: A single PE LBM implementation.

5.1 Compute Bound 2D CA on FPGA

Influenced by the computational structure and quite high FPGA resource utilisation per

PE, we chose LBM as a test case for our compute bound CA accelerator implementation.

And to maximise the overall FPGA resource utilisation, we begin by extending a single

PE to a p PE implementation, as shown in Figure 5.1 and 3.2 respectively.

5.1.1 Computation Model

The computation method for our compute bound CA accelerator implementation as shown

in Figure 3.2 is same as specified in Equation (3.10). We start the computations with an

assumption that each of the CA cell needs to compute its collision function followed by the

propagation function. So the input data is the state of a cell (nine numbers representing

the particle densities in the D2Q9 model) plus memory locations to which the post collision

particle densities must be propagated. For the computation of the collision function, each

of the cells is self contained, that is, has all the data it requires to compute its collision

function. This simplifies the accelerator implementation, with the simplest scenario being

a single PE implementation as shown in Figure 3.3 top panel. A single PE implementation

layout is as shown in Figure 5.1. PE as explained in next section, is the hardware core that

implements the collision function of a compute bound CA algorithm. In order to start

the computations for our chosen test bench and the PE implementation, a CE at least

needs a single cell’s data to set a PE running. To initialise the CE, the specified CA cell’s

data (that is, nine 32-bit floating-point number, where eight are the particle densities

from the cell’s eight respective neighbours and the last one representing the cell’s own

particle at rest) is read from the source memory bank and stored to a PE’s register file.

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/singlePE_CBoundv2.eps
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Figure 5.2: PE implementing a LBM transition: Main components of a PE includes a) three

floating point cores (each for sums, multiplications and divisions operations respectively) b) 64

register (each 32-bit wide) and control block to drive the engine.

Once initialised, the PE is busy updating cells (collision computation phase), while in the

meantime the CE buffers input data cells from the source memory bank in order to have

it processed in the following cycles by the PE. As the PE computes each cell’s new state,

that is, nine new floating-point numbers (completion of collision phase), the CE writes

them out to the specified location (propagation phase) in the destination memory bank.

For us to further improve and maximise the execution time and the FPGA hardware

resource utilisation respectively, we implement p PEs in the CE as shown in Figure 3.2 and

have them update p cells in parallel. The CE uses memory banks A and B alternatively

as source and destination memory to hold the CA lattice. The maximum possible value

for p is defined by the FPGA resource utilisation per PE and the chosen D2Q9 LBM

test bench’s time to compute a cell. In order to appreciate how the chosen test bench’s

execution time limits p, assuming unlimited availability of FPGA resources, p can be

increased as long as p × τr < τc as shown in Figure 3.3 lower panel.

5.1.2 PE Design

Processing Engine (PE) implementation for our chosen test bench Lattice Boltzmann

method as shown in Figure 5.2, includes a 64 x 32-bit register file, three floating point

cores (one for addition, multiplication, and division respectively), and a control block to

drive the data path. To compute a specified CA cell’s next state, first the PE’s register file

is initialised with the nine 32-bit floating-point number that represent the cell’s current

state. With the PE initialised, the control block (a collection of finite state machines)

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/genericComputeBound.eps
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Figure 5.3: Collision and Propagation: (Left) To compute the next state of a LBM cell, each

cell’s data, that is, particle distribution function represented as fi (see Chapter 2 for LBM

introduction) and the propagation information as ai is fed to the PE. (Middle) Once loaded, PE

stores propagation addresses within the internal buffers and computes the next state using fi.

(Right) Finally, the computed next state of the cell, f
′

i is written out (which is propagation part)

to the specified memory locations ai in the destination memory bank.

drives the data path to compute the collision function. The collision function computation

includes around 75 floating-point operations that are performed sequentially over the given

nine numbers using the required embedded floating-point cores within the PE. During

the collision function computations, the register file is also used to store the intermediate

results. Finally, the nine new floating-point numbers (completion of collision phase) are

written out to specified memory locations in the destination memory bank, that is, the

propagation phase. The three phases of a PE (initialisation, collision and propagation)

to compute a specified CA cell’s next state are as shown in the top, middle and the lower

panel of Figure 5.3.

5.2 Test Cases

For demonstrating the proposed performance model for the compute bound two-dimensional

CA algorithm, we implemented and validated our model for the D2Q9 Lattice Boltzmann

Method. Since LBM calculations require the use of 32-bit floating-point numbers though-

out the computations, this results in longer cell update and more FPGA resources per

PE implementation. For floating-point computations multiple floating-point IP-cores are

embedded and employed within each PE implementation. And for each LBM cell update,

the PE performs 75 floating-point operations (38 additions/subtractions, 27 multiplica-

tions and 10 divisions). The compute time and FPGA resource utilisation per LBM PE

implementation suits our goal of validation of our performance model for compute bound

computations.

We implemented our LBM system with periodic boundary conditions as shown in

Figure 3.2 with number of PEs p equal to two, four, eight, and sixteen respectively. Each

of the LBM implementations was tested for four different lattice sizes (N equal to 8 × 8,

16 × 16, 32 × 32 and 64 × 64) that were computed for g = 512 generations.

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/LBM_PEcompute012b.eps
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The state of each LBM cell is defined by nine floating-point numbers and as a result the

whole LBM lattice grid is composed of 9 × N floating-point numbers. Since we start the

computations with an assumption that each of the CA cells needs to compute its collision

function followed by the propagation function, we also load the source memory bank with

the data required for the propagation function. For the propagation function, each cell

requires nine address locations, and for the whole LBM lattice this adds up to another

9 × N numbers. Therefore, the source memory is loaded with 2 × 9 × N (32-bit) words.

With source memory loaded, LBM CB starts reading cells from source memory, updates

cells (collision function) in PEs, and writes out (propagation function) updated cells to

destination memory all in parallel. Once the whole LBM lattice is updated for a single

generation and loaded into destination memory accordingly, the computation comes to an

end. Other parameters like τr, τc, and τw depend on the FPGA chip and are discussed

further in the results section.

5.3 Results

For the LBM implementation we used an ADM-XRC-4FX PCI Mezzanine board from

Alpha-data. It is a Xilinx Virtex-4 FX140 based PMC with four independent 256MB

DDR2-SDRAM banks. Each DDR2 bank can be accessed independently from the FPGA

(user logic) and via PCI interface from the host machine. Detailed FPGA board specifi-

cations are presented in Appendix 10. The board comes with a software development kit,

including drivers, header and library files, that support a C or C++ program running in

the host machine to communicate directly with the board. Additional code is provided

for board initialisation and selection, control of the programmable clocks and handling of

FPGA configuration files. VHDL was used to describe the behaviour and structure of the

algorithms. The VHDL code was compiled and synthesised using Xilinx ISE 9.1 design

tools.

Specific to our ADM-XRC board, for the LBM implementation k = 1/10 and a maxi-

mum of 16 PEs p were implemented. Our LBM PE implementation consumes 674 FPGA

core clock-cycles to update one LBM cell. This number was obtained from the VHDL

simulations of our LBM PE. Transferring a single word (64-bits) from a source memory

bank into the FPGA takes on an average 1.1 FPGA core clock-cycles (1.1 specifies that our

system implementation manages 90% bandwidth utilisation since we include the DDR2

memory overheads, that is, latency due to the first read from core, effects like memory

page changes and refreshes etc).

First, to demonstrate our proposed performance model for the compute bound two-

dimensional CA algorithm, we implemented and validated our model for the D2Q9 Lattice
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Figure 5.4: Execution time to compute a single generation for the LBM model. Lines represent

the performance model as specified by Equation (3.10) and the points represent the measured

execution times using ADMXRC Virtex4-FX140 board.

Boltzmann Method with number of PEs p equal to two, four and eight respectively. With

this setup as shown in Figure 5.4, varying simulation sizes defined N equal to 8 × 16,

16 × 32 and 32 × 64 respectively. Plugging these numbers in Equation (3.10) we get the

theoretical number for our LBM implementation. For the hardware side measurements

we used a counter implemented in the FPGA core. The counter measures the number of

FPGA core clock-cycles for the entire duration of a single generation of the LBM lattice,

starting from the initialisation of the CB in FPGA to the flushing out of the data at the

end of the computation. Figure 5.4 shows measurements together with theoretical results

where the lines represent our model and points are the measured execution times. The

LBM implementation takes longer than the theoretical results due to usage of DDR2-

SDRAM banks, and some redundant finite state machine cycles within our LBM CB

implementations. However, the model predictions are accurate within 7%.

Further, we used a Dell PC with an Intel P4 2.99-GHz and 3.25-GB RAM to measure

the microprocessor-based performance for our D2Q9 Lattice Boltzmann implementation

in Fortran, and compared this with our FPGA-based implementations. For this setup we

extended our FPGA-based LBM implementation to a maximum of p = 16 PEs imple-

mentation. Each of the LBM implementations with number of PEs p equal to two, four,

eight, and sixteen respectively were tested for four different lattice sizes (N equal to 8×8,

16× 16, 32× 32 and 64× 64) that were computed for g = 512 generations. The resulting

execution times are shown in Figure 5.5. For the overall execution times, we measured

the wall-clock time using software running on the host machine. Execution times included

the host machine’s pre and post CA processing and the time taken by FPGA engine to

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/lbm_nVsT.eps
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Figure 5.5: Execution times for computing 512 generations of the LBM D2Q9 grid of size N

using Fortran and a single FPGA-enabled PC implementations. Solid lines represent FPGA-

based results and the dotted line represents Fortran code results. A plus represents a FPGA with

2PEs, a triangle for a FPGA with 4PEs, a filled circle for a FPGA with 8PEs, and an open

circle for an FPGA with 16PEs execution times respectively.

compute the required number of generations. As shown in Figure 5.6, with the increase in

the number of PEs the overall execution time decreases proportionally as expected from

Equation (3.10). When using all the logic available on the FPGA, that is, for 16 PE’s,

we achieved a speed-up of 2.3 as compared to the Fortran implementation.

5.4 Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter presented a detailed discussion on a LBM D2Q9 FPGA-based implementa-

tion. Based on the computational structure of the chosen test bench its FPGA-based im-

plementation was classified as a compute bound computation algorithm. Several test runs

were performed using FPGA-based implementations, followed by comparing its wall-clock

measurements to our Fortran implementations. For a single FPGA-based implementation,

an overall speed-up of 2.3 as compared to a Fortran implementation was achieved.

The performance model for the single FPGA-enabled D2Q9 LBM implementation

implies it to be compute bound as long as the implementation has p ≤ 61. Therefore, with

the current-generation FPGA devices, for example, Virtex-5 FPGA chip would improve

the speed-up simply by including more PEs per chip and higher FPGA clock frequency.

Possible future extensions are, to have a design with programmable number of PEs

embedded within the implementation. Having programmable number of PE implemen-

tations would enable smooth experiments and measurements. A new addition could be

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/f90vs_nPE.eps
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Figure 5.6: Execution times for computing 512 generations of the 64× 64 LBM D2Q9 grid on

a single FPGA-enabled PC implementations. FPGA-based execution times are represented by

stars and the dotted line represents the Fortran implementation.

to share the resources among the PEs. Since each PE internally is a sequential circuit

with its own set of floating-point cores for addition, multiplication and division respec-

tively, the sharing of floating-point cores among the PEs is a possibility though not trivial.

Compared to 2D LBM model, a 3D LBM implementation would greatly benefit with the

given hardware design. Therefore, extending the 2D to 3D LBM implementation is highly

recommended.

Chapter4/Chapter4Figs/EPS/f90vsN_LCs_fnPE.eps


Chapter 6

CA on Multiple FPGA Enabled PC*

If the logic resources available within the chip limit the number of possible PEs within

our implementation, then could we attempt to push this limit outside the chip, that is,

have another chip in parallel? FPGAs operate at a clock speed of more than one order

of magnitude slower than microprocessors [50]. Will this provide enough room for the

exchange of data between the multiple FPGAs running parallel over the host interface?

These questions motivated us to port our implementation to a multiple FPGA setups for

further performance investigations. In this chapter we look into multiple FPGA enabled

PC based CA implementations where the concept of latency hiding [56] is exploited. It also

focuses on a dual FPGA enabled PC setup for performance measurements. A dual FPGA

enabled PC should provide a realistic view on the feasibility of implementing multiple

FPGA based CA accelerators.

∗This chapter is based on: S. Murtaza and A.G. Hoekstra and P.M.A. Sloot, ‘Performance of floating-

point based Cellular Automata Simulations using a dual FPGA system’, submitted. Initial results based

on this chapter’s dual FPGA-based implementation were presented at the Second International Workshop

on High-Performance Reconfigurable Computing Technology and Applications (Austin, Texas, 2008) and

published in [77].

Figure 6.1: Multiple FPGA enabled PC setup.

Chapter5/Chapter5Figs/EPS/multiFPGA-PC.eps
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Figure 6.2: Rectangular lattice (with x columns and y rows) divided along y-axis into F -chunks.

Each chunk is processed by a dedicated FPGA based LBM engine.

6.1 Multiple FPGA Enabled PC

Applying Equation (3.9) to our single FPGA enabled D2Q9 LBM implementation (with

system parameters k = 1/10, τc = 675, and τr ≈ 1.1, see Section 5.3 for details) guarantees

our system to be compute bound as long as the system implementation has p ≤ 61.

FPGA logic resources available on our single FPGA enabled system (see Appendix 10 for

hardware details) limited our implementation to a maximum of sixteen PEs (i.e. p = 16

LBM cores). With these limitations imposed by the available logic resources, we were able

to achieve barely 27% of the theoretical possible p PEs for our LBM hardware accelerator

implementation. To port a single FPGA based LBM implementation to a multiple FPGA

enabled PC system, required modifications both within hardware and the software cores

of our existing implementation. The multiple FPGA enabled PC system is composed of a

host PC with multiple FPGA boards connected via PCI interface as shown in Figure 6.1.

Each FPGA board includes multiple on-board memory banks as shown in Figure 3.1.

For CA implementation, the resulting computing system’s PC does all the pre- and post-

processing and FPGA boards are connected as coprocessors for CA computations. With

this multiple FPGA enabled PC based CA accelerator system, the host machine initially

describes the problem to be solved, and downloads all the relevant information (chunk of

CA lattice data) to each of the FPGA’s on-board source memory bank. Once initialised,

the FPGAs start computing, and the host machine keeps track of the overall lattice

computations (that is, completion of each iteration and boundary exchange across the

FPGA boards) via interrupts from the host accessible control registers available on each

of the FPGA.

Chapter5/Chapter5Figs/EPS/latticeGrid.eps
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Figure 6.3: Dual FPGA enabled PC computation model: System initialisation (step-0): host

machine decomposes the CA lattice into two halves and downloads each half to the respective

FPGA’s source memory bank. Boundary processing (step-1): Each FPGA starts with processing

boundary data and signals the host via an interrupt. Bulk processing (step-2) FPGA’s continue

processing bulk data cells and in parallel the host machine updates boundary data across the two

FPGA boards. Boundary download (step-3): With the completion of the whole lattice iteration

computation, host machine downloads the updated boundary data to each of the FPGA’s source

memory bank.
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6.1.1 Execution Time

In order to determine the execution time for the compute bound CA computation using

multiple FPGA enabled PC, consider the F FPGA enabled PC implementation as shown

in the Figure 6.1 and assume the problem domain is a rectangular lattice of size N (with

x columns and y rows). The host-PC initially divides the LBM lattice into F -chunks (as

shown in Figure 6.2) and downloads all the relevant information (N
F

cells) to each of the

FPGA module’s source memory bank. Once the source memory banks of all of the FPGA

modules are loaded, the FPGAs start computing. Computation within the hardware

part, that is, processing of N
F

cells by each of the FPGA can further be categorised into

the following three distinct phases (see Figure 6.3 for dual FPGA enabled PC system

implementation).

6.1.1.1 Boundary Processing

Each FPGA’s compute engine starts by processing boundary data. With boundary data

being only a small part of the overall lattice (when N ≫ 2xF ), the compute engines write

out boundary related results to an additional third memory bank (thus mirroring the

boundary data results independently) available on their respective boards. Immediately

after the completion of processing boundary cells, the compute engine releases the third

memory bank for host DMA. For large system sizes especially when N ≫ p, we can

approximate the ceiling functions behaviour and rewrite Equation (3.10) as:

T1 = τr +

{

N

p

}

τc +
{p

k
− 1

}

τr + τw. (6.1)

Assume that all FPGAs start computing simultaneously, with the initial startup time (τr),

each FPGA starts with processing boundary cells. This combined initial startup time and

processing boundary cells denoted by Tb, can be expressed as

Tb = τr +

{

2x

p

}

τc (6.2)

6.1.1.2 Bulk Processing

During this phase of computation the system relies on the effective use of latency hiding.

Herbordt et al. [56] highlights latency hiding as a basic technique for achieving high per-

formance in parallel applications, and further recommends this as one of the main design

techniques to be exploited in HPC/FPGA applications. Upon completion of boundary

data processing, the compute engines continue processing the bulk lattice cells. Inclusion

of the third memory bank for mirroring boundary data on each of the FPGA module is

assumed to allow latency hiding, that is, the host machine updates the boundary data
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across all of the FPGA modules and the bulk data processing by the compute engines

are done in parallel. As long as the time to process the bulk data (Tk) is larger than the

host machine’s time to update the boundary data (Tu), latency hiding is effective and the

overall execution time remains compute bound. Otherwise the host machine processing

the boundary data across the FPGA boards over the PCI bus dominates the overall ex-

ecution time. If τb is the time to update a boundary cell by the host machine and τd is

the time to download a cell from the host machine to a FPGA or vice versa, execution

time for bulk cells computation can be expressed as max {Tu, Tk}, where (Tk) and (Tu)

are expressed as:

Tk =
1

p

{

N

F
− 2x

}

τc +
{p

k
− 1

}

τr + τw (6.3)

Tu = F {2xτd + 2xτb} (6.4)

6.1.1.3 Boundary Download

With the completion of a next generation computation, each FPGA interrupts the host

machine. Following this the host machine downloads the updated boundary data to each

of the FPGA modules source bank. The time to download boundary cells is expressed as:

Td = F {2xτd} (6.5)

The sum of the above mentioned time durations result in an overall execution time for

the multiple FPGA enabled PC implementation

Tf = Tb + max {Tu, Tk} + Td. (6.6)

The above three steps are repeated in the computation of every single CA iteration and

repeated until the required number of iterations are computed. Once done, the host

machine uploads the whole data from each of the FPGA module’s destination memory

bank for further postprocessing.

6.1.2 Speedup

For multiple FPGA enabled PC implementation, when Tk ≫ Tu, Tf is expressed as

Tf =
T1

F
+

p

k

{

F − 1

F

}

τr +

{

F − 1

F

}

τw + 2x {F} τd (6.7)

and the obtained speedup is

S =
T1

Tf

=
F

1 + fcomm

, (6.8)
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where the total fractional communication overhead fcomm is the sum of: fractional bound-

ary data downloading overhead (fb), fractional PE completion overhead (fpe) and frac-

tional writing memory overhead (fw). Each of the fractional overhead is defined as:

fb = 2x

{

F 2

T1

}

τd (6.9)

fpe =
p

k

{

F − 1

T1

}

τr (6.10)

fw =

{

F − 1

T1

}

τw (6.11)

As long as T1 is big enough, the fractional overheads will be very small and a speedup

very close to F may be expected.

When Tu ≫ Tk, Tf is expressed as

Tf = τr +
2x

p
τc + F {2xτb + 4xτd} (6.12)

and the obtained speedup is

S =
1

1

T1

{

τr +
2xτc

p
+ 2xFτb + 4xFτd

} . (6.13)

6.2 Test Cases and Results

In order to validate multiple FPGA enabled PC based two-dimensional CA accelerator

implementation, we implemented and validated our model for the dual FPGA enabled PC

setup. For porting our single FPGA to the dual FPGA enabled PC implementation, two

of the FPGAs available on Maxwell- a 64 FPGA-based supercomputer (see Appendix 10

for setup details) were used and benchmarked for varying number of square lattice sizes.

For square lattice (that is, x =
√

N) CA simulations and dual FPGA enabled PC setup

(that is, F = 2), the multiple FPGA enabled PC implementation performance model, as

specified in the previous section, simplifies as follows

Tb = τr +

{

2
√

N

p

}

τc (6.14)

Tk =
1

p

{

N

2
− 2

√
N

}

τc +
{p

k
− 1

}

τr + τw (6.15)

Tu = 2
{

2
√

Nτd + 2
√

Nτb

}

(6.16)
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Td = 2
{

2
√

Nτd

}

(6.17)

The overall execution time for the dual FPGA enabled implementation is the sum of the

above mentioned time durations and is expressed as:

T2 = Tb + max(Tu, Tk) + Td. (6.18)

6.2.1 Minimum Required System Size

For square lattice dual FPGA based implementation, the minimum system size (N∗)

required for latency hiding to work successfully is determined when Tu and Tk are equal.

4
√

N {τd + τb} =
1

p

{

N

2
− 4

√
N

}

τc +
{p

k
− 1

}

τr + τw

N∗ =







4 +
4pτd

τc

+
4pτb

τc

+
p

τc

√

16

{

τd + τb +
τc

p

}2

− 2τcτr

k
+

2τcτr

p
− 2τcτw

p







2

6.2.2 Speedup

For dual FPGA enabled PC implementation, when Tk ≫ Tu, T2 is expressed as

T2 =
T1

2
+

{ p

2k

}

τr +
{

4
√

N
}

τd +

{

1

2

}

τw (6.19)

and the obtained speedup is

S =
2

1 + fcomm

, (6.20)

where fractional overheads fb, fpe and fw are defined as:

fb =

{

8
√

N

T1

}

τd (6.21)

fpe =

{

p

kT1

}

τr (6.22)

fw =

{

1

T1

}

τw (6.23)

And as long as T1 is big enough, the fractional overheads will be very small and a speedup

very close to two may be expected.
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When Tu ≫ Tk, T2 is expressed as

T2 = τr +

{

2
√

N

p

}

τc + F
{

2
√

N
}

τb + F
{

4
√

N
}

τd (6.24)

and the obtained speedup is

S =
1

1

T1

{

τr +
2
√

Nτc

p
+ 2

√
NFτb + 4

√
NFτd

} . (6.25)

From Equation (6.25), in combination with the fact that in this case N < N∗, we can

conclude that the performance will increasingly deteriorate by the fact that the execution

is communication bound, and the speedup will be much smaller than two. One can even

expect a speed down, that is, and execution time being larger as compared to the single

FPGA enabled execution.

6.2.3 System Parameters

Several test case runs were performed to determine system parameter τd, that is, the time

to upload an LBM cell (each cell includes ten 64-bit words where nine represent the nine

velocities of a cell and an additional one for future system implementations to include

complex boundary computations) from host-PC to the DDR2-SDRAM, available on the

attached FPGA board or vice versa. Using the software process running on the host-PC,

varying number of data packets (ranging from 16KB to 2MB) were first downloaded to

the on-board DDR2-SRAM bank followed by uploading them back to the host memory.

The round trip timing were measured as shown in Figure 6.6. The average bandwidth

calculated from the experiment was 33MB/sec and accordingly used to define τd = 2.3µs.

A number of test case runs for updating 2048 LBM cells were performed to determine τb

time to update an LBM boundary cell, and the average time recorded was 13ns.

6.2.4 Results

For the dual FPGA enabled PC system, we ported our single FPGA-based implementa-

tions with one, two, four, and eight PEs respectively to one of the Maxwell’s available

nodes (each node includes two FPGAs attached via PCI interface). These implementa-

tions were tested for five different square lattice sizes (N equal to 322, 642, 1282, 2562 and

5122) that were computed for (g = 256) number of iterations. The resulting execution

times for the corresponding single and the dual FPGA based implementations cases are

shown in Figure 6.4. The corresponding speedup is shown in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.4: Execution times for computing 256 iterations of the square domain LBM D2Q9 grid

of size N using a single and dual FPGA enabled system implementation. Broken line represents

performance model Equation (6.19) for the dual FPGA enabled execution. Filled circles represent

the measured execution times for a single FPGA enabled system implementation, and filled

triangles represent a dual FPGA enabled system implementation with (a) 1PE, (b) 2PE, (c)

4PE, and (d) 8PE implementation respectively. Big circles specified on the broken line highlight

the minimum system size required for latency hiding to work and for the said implementation to

be compute bound.
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measurements are based on execution times for computing 256 iterations of varying square do-

main LBM D2Q9 system sizes for varying number of PE implementations, using a single and

dual FPGA enabled PC implementations respectively. Pluses represent 322, crosses 642, stars

1282, triangles 2562, and circles 5122 system sizes respectively.
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Figure 6.6: System parameter(τd): Stars represent the time to upload the data packets (ranging

from 16KB to 2MB) from the DDR2 SDRAM available on the FPGA board to the host-PCs

memory over the PCI interface or vice versa. Average of the calculated bandwidth from the test

runs, as shown by triangles, was used to define τd, that is, the time to upload (or download) an

LBM cell from host-PC to the memory banks available on the attached FPGA board.
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With an increasing number of PEs the fractional PE completion overhead (fpe) as

shown in Equation (6.10) increases and the overall speedup goes down. And with increase

in system size N , the fractional boundary data downloading overhead (fb) as shown in

Equation (6.9) goes down and the overall speedup goes up. All of the three fractional

overheads fb, fpe, and fw are always larger than zero and overall result in the loss of

speedup. However, fb can be minimised with the inclusion of an extra memory bank for

downloading of updated boundary data by the host machine to each of the FPGA board.

Moreover, the difference between compute bound speedup (that is, for larger system sizes)

and communication bound speedup (or even speed down) is clearly visible due to the fact

that latency hiding no longer is effective, for the smaller system sizes.

6.3 Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter presented a detailed discussion on porting a single- to a dual-FPGA based

LBM D2Q9 implementation. Based on the single FPGA enabled model as specified in the

previous chapters, a model to evaluate the performance of a two dimensional CA executed

on multiple FPGA enabled PC system was presented. Further the model was validated

for a dual FPGA based setup for the square domain LBM D2Q9 implementations. Results

from the dual FPGA based implementations demonstrate how the included latency hiding

techniques were a success and the overall execution time was decreased by a factor close

to two. A working latency hiding also demonstrates what [56] has identified as one of the

important HPC/FPGA application design techniques.





Chapter 7

CA on FPGA Enabled PC Cluster

A multiple FPGA enabled PC setup, as introduced in the previous chapter, demonstrates

a master-slave system configuration where the host PC controls the allocation of job to

each of the attached FPGA via a PCI interface. The proposed performance model was

implemented and validated for a dual FPGA enabled PC setup. Other than performing

the pre- and postprocessing of the CA lattice (which happens to be the only operation

performed by the host-PC for a single FPGA based implementation as presented in the

Chapter 3), the host-PC also updates the boundary data across the multiple FPGAs

over the PCI bus for every single CA iteration. With this master-slave setup, boundary

updates across multiple FPGAs by the host-PC is purely a sequential process and with the

increase in the number of attached FPGAs, the inter FPGA communication via host-PC

ends up as the bottleneck for the overall performance of the CA implementation. As a

result, the host-PC time to update the boundary data increases with the increase in the

number of FPGAs connected. The host-PC not only takes longer for boundary updates

but the FPGAs might also end up waiting for the boundary update completion.

To get around this master-slave setup situation, a fully parallel FPGA based platform

is desirable. In this chapter we look into using Maxwell - a 64 FPGA supercomputer [8]

for our CA implementations. In addition we discuss in detail a performance model and

the results from the test case runs.

7.1 FPGA Enabled PC Cluster

Maxwell - a 64 FPGA supercomputer (see Appendix 10 for details) is a PC cluster where

each PC node is a dual-core machine and includes two separate FPGA cards connected via

a PCI interface. For the fully parallelised multiple FPGA based CA implementation, the

rectangular problem domain is decomposed along the longest dimension into F equal sized

chunks (1-D domain decomposition) along the y-axis and distributed to F FPGA LBM

engines for CA computations. PTK [9]- a thin software layer along with the standard
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Figure 7.1: Logical representation of the FPGA enabled PC cluster setup using FHPCA Parallel

toolkit [9].

MPI library allows Maxwell’s FPGAs setup in a ring topology as shown in Figure 7.1 and

therefore a one-to-one mapping of F -chunk CA lattice onto a F FPGA ring. Using PTK,

one can configure the required number of Maxwell’s nodes, where each node is defined as

a software process running on the host PC together with a FPGA hardware. And the

inter-process (that abstracts inter-FPGA communication) communication is performed

over the cluster’s Ethernet network using the MPI library.

7.1.1 Execution Time

For the FPGA enabled PC cluster based implementation, consider a rectangular LBM

lattice of size N cells (x-columns and y-rows) as shown in Figure 6.2. The master-node

(one of the nodes in a cluster) initially performs the 1-D decomposition of the the LBM

lattice along the y-axis into F chunks (where F is the number of available FPGA nodes)

and downloads all the relevant information (N
F

cells) to each of the FPGA module’s

source memory bank. Once the source memory banks of the FPGA modules are loaded,

the FPGAs start computing.

Computation within the hardware part, that is, processing of N
F

cells by each of the

FPGA can be further categorised into the following three distinct phases which are largely

similar to those described for multiple FPGA enabled PC setup in the previous chapter.

7.1.1.1 Boundary Processing

The boundary processing phase is the same as with the multiple FPGA enabled PC

setup. Each FPGA starts with processing boundary data and writes out the results to an

additional third memory bank available on their respective boards. Once done with the

boundary data processing, the third memory bank is released immediately by the FPGA

for host DMA. Assuming all the FPGA boards start computing simultaneously, with the

Chapter6/Chapter6Figs/EPS/multiFPGA-maxwell.eps
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initial startup time (τr) each board starts with processing boundary cells. This combined

initial startup time and processing boundary cells denoted by Tb, can be expressed as

Tb = τr +

{

2x

p

}

τc (7.1)

7.1.1.2 Bulk Processing

Upon completion of the boundary data processing, the compute engines continue pro-

cessing the bulk lattice cells. Inclusion of the third memory bank for mirroring boundary

data on each of the FPGA module is assumed to allow latency hiding, that is, the host

machine updates the boundary data across the three FPGA modules (one attached to

itself, to the right and to the left neighbour) and the bulk data processing by the com-

pute engines is done in parallel. To update the boundary data across the multiple FPGA

boards (processes own FPGA, left and the right neighbour processes FPGA respectively)

each host process performs three steps; a) sends out the right boundary column to its

right neighbouring process (and as a result it also receives a boundary column from its

left neighbouring process), b) updates the two boundary columns and c) sends out the

left column (now updated) to its left neighbouring process (again as a result receives one

from its right neighbour). As long as the time to process the bulk data (Tk) is larger than

the host processes time to update the boundary data (Tu), latency hiding is effective and

the overall execution time remains compute bound. Otherwise the host node processing

the boundary data across its neighbouring nodes over the PCI bus and the Ethernet dom-

inates the overall execution time. If τm is the time to send (or receive) a cell from one host

process to the other over Ethernet network using MPI library, execution time for bulk

cells computation can be expressed as max {Tu, Tk}, where (Tk) and (Tu) are expressed

as:

Tk =
1

p

{

N

F
− 2x

}

τc +
{p

k
− 1

}

τr + τw (7.2)

Tu = 2x {τd + τb + τm} (7.3)

7.1.1.3 Boundary Download

With the completion of a next generation computation, each of the FPGA interrupts

the host process. Next the host process downloads the updated boundary data to its

connected FPGA modules source bank. The time to download boundary cells (Td) is

2xτd.
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The sum of the above mentioned time durations results in an overall execution time for

the FPGA enabled PC cluster implementation.

TF = Tb + max {Tu, Tk} + Td. (7.4)

The above three steps are repeated in computation of every single generation and repeated

until the required number of generations are computed. Once done, each of the host

process uploads the data from its attached FPGA modules destination memory banks

and finally, the master-node collects and combines all the data chunks together for further

postprocessing.

7.1.2 Speedup

For Tk ≫ Tu, TF is expressed as

TF =
T1

F
+

p

k

{

F − 1

F

}

τr +

{

F − 1

F

}

τw + 2xτd (7.5)

and the obtained speedup using FPGA enabled PC cluster implementation is

S =
F

1 + fcomm

, (7.6)

where total fractional communication overhead fcomm is the sum of: fractional boundary

data downloading overhead (fb), fractional PE completion overhead (fpe), and fractional

writing memory overhead (fw). Each of the fractional overhead is defined as:

fb = 2x

{

F

T1

}

τd (7.7)

fpe =
p

k

{

F − 1

T1

}

τr (7.8)

fw =

{

F − 1

T1

}

τw (7.9)

As long as T1 is big enough, the fractional overheads will be very small and a speedup

very close to F may be expected.

For Tu ≫ Tk, TF is expressed as

TF = τr +
2x

p
τc + 2x {τb + τd + τm} (7.10)

and the obtained speedup is

S =
1

1

T1

{

τr +
2x

p
τc + 2xτb + 2xτd + 2xτm

} . (7.11)
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7.2 Details of the Test Case

In order to validate our performance model for FPGA enabled PC cluster based CA im-

plementations, rectangular domains with periodic boundary conditions of varying sizes

were used as test cases. For each of the test case, the number of PEs per FPGA was

fixed to p = 8 as these were the maximum number of PEs we could fit into an FPGA

chip available on Maxwell (see Appendix 10 for details). The master node determines the

problem domain and performs the 1-D domain decomposition of the CA lattice along the

y-axis into F equal sized chunks, where F is the number of host processes (or FPGAs,

as each host process includes one FPGA for acceleration) used for the test runs. The CA

lattice once prepared, the master node setups up the required number of processes (that

is FPGA nodes) in a ring topology and uses MPI Scatter to distribute the lattice chunks

to each of the FPGA nodes. Using the ring topology and the 1-D domain decomposition

along the x-axis ensures, that the each computing node has the required boundary data

along the y-axis. However, boundary data along the x-axis needs to be exchanged among

the neighbouring computing nodes. Once the lattice is distributed each of the host pro-

cess loads the available source memory bank on its attached FPGA board with the given

chunk of lattice. Table 7.1 lists all the system sizes used as the test cases. Each system

size was computed for 10-iterations using a varying number of FPGA nodes. During each

single iteration, host processes use MPI SendRecv to exchange and update boundary

across their respective left and the right neighbouring nodes. With the number of spec-

ified iterations computed, master node uses MPI Gather to collect the updated lattice

chunks from each of the host process for further postprocessing. Note, the execution times

presented in the following sections relate to the part between the first MPI Scatter and

last MPI Gather and therefore, do not include the system setup time, that is, loading

FPGA boards and lattice scatter/gather related operations.

N\F 2 FPGAs 4 FPGAs 8 FPGAs 16 FPGAs 20 FPGAs 25 FPGAs

1000*1000 500*1000 250*1000 125*1000 - - -

1200*1000 600*1000 300*1000 150*1000 - - -

1600*1000 800*1000 400*1000 200*1000 - - -

1800*1000 900*1000 450*1000 225*1000 - - -

2000*1000 1000*1000 500*1000 250*1000 125*1000 100*1000 80*1000

Table 7.1: LBM system sizes N used as test cases for the F FPGA enabled PC cluster im-

plementation. Right column represents the total system sizes used as a test case and rest of the

columns show the lattice chunk size for the specified number of FPGA enabled setup.
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Figure 7.2: System parameter(τm): Stars represent the round trip times for the data packets

(ranging from 64KB to 8MB) over the gigabit Ethernet from one PC to another using MPI-based

ping-pong test runs. The average of the calculated bandwidth from the test runs, as shown by

triangles, was used to define τm, that is, the time to send an LBM cell from one PC to another

over Ethernet using MPI routines.

7.2.1 System Parameters

Several test case runs were performed using MPI Send-Receive routines to determine

system parameter τm, that is, the time to send (or receive) a LBM cell (each cell includes

ten 64-bit words, where nine represent the nine velocities of a cell and an additional one

for future system implementations to include complex boundary computations) from host

process to the another host process over gigabit Ethernet. Data packets of varying sizes,

ranging from 64KB to 8MB, were used. The round trip times were measured as shown in

Figure 7.2. The average bandwidth calculated from the experiment was 91MB/sec and

accordingly used to define τm = 835ns.

7.3 Performance Results

The subsequent sections discuss the test case results performed for the varying number of

system sizes (as specified in the Table 7.1) and number of FPGA nodes.

7.3.1 Two Million Cells Lattice

Figure 7.4 shows the execution times for a two million cells 2D LBM lattice with periodic

boundary conditions computed for 10 iterations. This system size was also the largest

lattice used as a test case (cluster configuration on the Maxwell machine imposed this

Chapter6/Chapter6Figs/EPS/multiFPGA_dataSet/parameters/tauM.eps
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system size limitations). The test case was run for F= {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 20, 25} number of

FPGAs. Dividing the given system size into equal sized chunks limited the maximum

number of FPGAs to 25 though the total number of available FPGAs on Maxwell is 32

(see Appendex 10). With the specified set of parameters, latency hiding work as per

the model, that is, Equation (7.5) and as represented by a broken line in Figure 7.4.

The results from our implementation, as represented by stars, closely follow the given

performance model as shown in the Figure 7.4. And as expected with the increase in the

number of FPGAs the execution time also goes down. Figure 7.5 shows the speedup for the

same system configuration. However, with the increase in FPGAs especially after F > 8,

the measured speedups deviate away from the model predictions. We performed system

profiling to further investigate our model and measure the relative errors. During each

system iteration computation, each host process along with its attached FPGA accelerator

computes a lattice chunk in three distinct phases, as explained in previous sections, where

each stage progress is updated across process and its accelerator via interrupts. Using

software timers we explicitly monitored these three phases of the computation as shown

in Figure 7.3. Time to compute and download the boundary data is around 10ms which is

negligible compared to the bulk cells computation time, that is, in the order of hundreds

of milliseconds as shown in Figure 7.3. Therefore, relative error(s) with the boundary cells

compute plus download times are hardly noticeable in the overall execution time. Please

note, our performance model is based on the FPGA execution times and the profiling

measurements use the software timers within the host processes. It is not surprising

to see the errors with boundary compute time which are in the order of a millisecond

from FPGA perspective but, registered by host processes operating system within few

milliseconds. However, the main contribution to the overall execution time is the bulk

computation. As shown in Figure 7.3 (top left), implementation measurements (shown as

stars) closely follows the model represented by the broken line. The relative error with

the bulk compute time is around seven percent which is consistent as reported in our

single FPGA based implementation in Chapter 5. We are aware of this error, and it is

work-in-progress. In future we plan to accommodate these relative errors in our improved

performance model where system profiling would include: time to switch the roles of the

attached source and destination memory banks performed after every iteration, and the

time to write out the next state results to the destination memory banks, that is, τw (the

current model assumes it to be equal to τr).

7.3.2 Other System Size

The other system sizes as specified in the Table 7.1 were also used as test cases and

all were computed for 10 iterations using F= {1, 2, 4, 8} number of FPGAs. Figure 7.6
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Figure 7.3: Profiling three stages of a single iteration computation: 2 million cells system size

computed for a single iteration using specified number of FPGAs where broken line represents

the model predictions and stars stand for the measurements. Each iteration starts with FPGA

computing boundary cells (shown in top left figure), followed by computing bulk cells (shown

in top right figure) and in parallel host process update boundary cells (successful latency hiding

assumes time to compute bulk cells by a FPGA to be greater than the boundary update time

by the host process). And once the FPGA is done with computing the lattice chunk, the host

process downloads the update boundary cells to the respective FPGA’s on-board memory bank

(shown in lower left figure). The over all execution time is shown in lower right figure. Bulk

cells computation as shown in top right figure also shows the relative error represented by a solid

line.
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Figure 7.4: Execution time as a function of FPGAs. Measurements are from the LBM lattice

of size 1000x2000 cells computed for 10 iterations where the broken line represents the model

and stars represent the measurements.
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Figure 7.5: Speedups as a function of FPGAs for a 1000x2000 cells system size. Broken line

represents the performance model as specified in Equation (7.6) and stars show the implementa-

tion measurements.
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Figure 7.6: Execution time as a function of FPGA. Each curve represents the execution times

for computing a specified system size (triangle for 2-million, square for 1.8-million, star for 1.6-

million, cross for 1.2-million and plus for 1-million LBM cells respectively) for 10 iterations for

varying number of FPGAs.

and Figure 7.7 show the execution times as a function of FPGAs and the system sizes

respectively. As expected with the increase in the FPGAs, the execution time goes down

and with increase in the system size the execution time goes up. Speedup and the efficiency

graphs as shown in Figure 7.8 clearly show how the overall system performance improves

and converges to the model with an increase in the lattice system size.

7.4 Conclusion and Future Work

As presented in Chapter 5, we started with a single FPGA based implementation, where

the design and implementation is more focused towards manipulating the FPGA fabric

to perform bit-level operations. On the other side, this chapter demonstrates, how a

single FPGA based LBM compute core with additional features and modification, is used

in the parallel multiple FPGA system, where the focus of the overall system design is

on the transfer and manipulation of chunks of data in the order of mega bytes. The

chapter also presented a performance model for a FPGA enabled PC cluster based 2D

CA accelerator, with periodic boundary conditions. The system implementation was

validated for a number of system sizes, with 2-million cells 2D LBM grid being the largest.

Performance model shows how the FPGA enabled PC cluster is the preferred multiple

FPGA organisation over the multiple FPGA based PC setup. Latency hiding as suggested

by [56] has been the premise through out our multiple FPGA based systems, and was fully

exploited for PC cluster based system as well. To validate the successful implementation of

Chapter6/Chapter6Figs/EPS/multiFPGA_dataSet/ExecTimeVsFPGAs.eps
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Figure 7.7: Execution time as a function of system size. Each line represents the execution

times for computing the specified system sizes for 10 iterations. Stars represent one, pluses

represent two, triangles represent four, and circles represent eight FPGA implementation setups

respectively.
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Figure 7.8: Speedups and the efficiencies as a function of system size. Stars represent two,

triangles represent four, and squares represent eight FPGA based implementations respectively.

In the speedup figure (towards left), broken line represents the model.
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using latency hiding technique, and to track the interrupt driven interactions between the

host processes and the attached FPGAs, a system profiling was performed for every single

CA iteration computation using software timers. Firstly, latency hiding being in sync with

the performance model and secondly, the time to update and download boundary data by

the host processes (over the PCI interface and the Ethernet/MPI network) being negligible

compared to the time for computing bulk cells, indicates a two dimensional decomposition

system investigation.



Chapter 8

Performance Predictions of CA

Computations on Advanced FPGA

Computing Resources

Performance modeling and evaluation of FPGA based CA accelerators have been the

main focus of this research, with real number based lattice Boltzmann computations

as the prime candidate. Real number based computations are not only FPGA logic

resource hungry but also place constraints on the data transfer interface between the

FPGA and the external components like memory banks. Confining such a resource hungry

application within the available FPGA resources is always a challenge. Starting from a

single to multiple FPGA based implementations, previous chapters have demonstrated

the successful implementations of our proposed performance model. Being aware of the

strengths and weaknesses of our model, in this chapter, we take the liberty of using

the model to predict CA implementations using advanced computing resources and CA

algorithms. In the absence of advanced computing resources, pencil and paper based

computations are always an option. This chapter focuses on performance predictions for

advanced computing resources and CA algorithms.

8.1 FPGA with 61 PEs

A single FPGA based accelerator as presented in Chapter 5, is either IO bound or compute

bound for a given set of parameters as specified by Equation (3.9). And these values

are defined by the available FPGA device specification. For example, updating a single

LBM cell PE requires 674 FPGA core clock-cycles, a number of cells read by the FPGA

in parallel from the attached on-board memory bank k=
1

10
, on an average the FPGA

takes 1.1 core clock-cycles to read a single word (64-bits) from a source memory bank,

and design implementations on a FPGA board with memory banks run at 150MHZ and
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Figure 8.1: Single FPGA based performance prediction for computing 512 iterations of the

64x64 LBM D2Q9 grid. Stars represent the measurements similar to as shown in Figure 5.6 and

curve is the model. Broken line represents the Fortran implementation.

180MHz respectively. For these values, the accelerator stays compute bound up to a

maximum of 61 PEs, however, the available logic using the FX140 FPGA only allowed

a maximum of 16 PE implementation. In this section we look into the performance of

FPGA based D2Q9 LBM implementations using the maximum number of PEs, that is,

61.

8.1.1 Single FPGA based D2Q9 LBM Implementation

Similar to Figure 5.6, a performance prediction for a single FPGA based implementation,

extended to a maximum possible of 61 PE implementations is shown in Figure 8.1. FX140

chip resources allowed a maximum of 16 PE implementation which achieved a speedup

of 2.3 as compared with the Fortran implementation. If the chip resources could accom-

modate 61 PE implementation, the performance would further improve by a factor close

to four and also by an order of speedup as compared to Fortran implementation. Beyond

61 PEs, implementation is no longer compute bound and therefore execution time stays

constant with overall decrease in the efficiency.

As shown in Figure 8.1, a 64x64 D2Q9 lattice computed for 512 iterations using a 61

PEs implementation, reaches a theoretical peak performance of 13.10 MLUPS (million

lattice-site updates per second).

Chapter7/Chapter7Figs/EPS/multiFPGA_dataSet/prediction/singleFPGA/singleFPGA_performance.eps
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Figure 8.2: FPGA enabled PC cluster based performance prediction for computing 10 iterations

of the 1000x2000 D2Q9 LBM grid. Top most broken curve represents the model and the stars are

the measurements as shown in Figure 7.4 for an 8PE per FPGA implementation. The middle

and bottom curves are the model for a 16PE and 61PE per FPGA implementation respectively.

8.1.2 FPGA enabled PC Cluster Based D2Q9 LBM Implemen-

tation

Multiple FPGA based implementations were run using the Maxwell machine which in-

cludes FX100 FPGAs. Since the available logic resources on FX100 are less when com-

pared to FX140 FPGA, therefore, implementations tested on Maxwell allowed a maximum

of 8 PEs per FPGA. Had Maxwell’s FPGAs been FX140, then a 16 PE per FPGA im-

plementation would have been possible (same as our single FPGA based implementations

using FX140, that allowed a maximum of 16 PE implementation), and a theoretical maxi-

mum of 61 PEs per FPGA using advanced chips of the future. Based on the three specified

flavors of FPGA hardware, performance for the multiple FPGA enabled PC cluster imple-

mentation as a function of FPGAs for a given system size of 1000x2000 cells is as shown

in Figure 8.2: top most curve represents the 8 PEs per FX100 FPGA implementation;

middle curve represents the 16 PE per FX140 FPGA implementation that would improve

the performance by a factor of 2; and the bottom curve represents the theoretical max-

imum of 61 PEs per FPGA that would further improve the overall system performance

by a factor of 4.7 for a 25 FPGAs based setup.

As shown in Figure 8.2, a 2 million D2Q9 lattice computed for 10 iterations, using 25

FPGA implementation each with 61 PEs, reaches a theoretical peak performance of 200.4

MLUPS.

Chapter7/Chapter7Figs/EPS/multiFPGA_dataSet/prediction/multiFPGA/N1000x2000_25Fs_prediction.eps
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8.2 3D LBM Performance Prediction

For a 3D LBM implementation, let us consider the D3Q19 lattice Boltzmann model. The

number of floating points to represent a D3Q19 cell, and the required number of operations

to update this cell, almost double when compared to that of a D2Q9 cell. To represent

a cell state for a D3Q19 model using our D2Q9 based implementation strategy, requires

twenty 64-bit numbers (18 for a given cells neighbours, another representing the particle at

rest and an extra redundant one similar to D2Q9 implementation). This implies k=
1

20
,

1350 FPGA core clock-ticks to update a cell (D2Q9 cell update takes 674 clock-ticks).

A single PE implementation for a D3Q19 model would remain more or less similar to

that of a D2Q9 implementation as shown in Figure 5.2, however, the size of the register

bank needs to be larger and the state machine that drives the PE data path should have

comparatively more states. In terms of the hardware resources, the main compute core

PE remains same as D2Q9 model, that is, floating point cores for sum, multiplication and

division remain the same and rest can be ignored for the purpose of simplicity. Therefore,

a single FPGA based implementation for the above stated numbers, stays compute bound

for a maximum of 61 PEs using Equation (3.9), the same as D2Q9 implementation. In

the following section we look into the performance prediction of such systems.

8.2.1 Single FPGA based Implementation

For a single FPGA based D3Q19 model implementation, the execution time for the com-

pute bound case is similar to the D2Q9 model as specified by Equation (3.10). Using the

given performance model, we predict the execution time for varying system sizes of D3Q19

model computed over 256 iterations. In the D2Q9 model implementation, we could only

manage to achieve 16 PEs on a FX140 chip, though theoretically the system can include

61 PEs to stay compute bound. Based on this, we have predicted the performance model

for the D3Q19 implementation. Figure 8.3(left), represents the execution time as a func-

tion of system size for a D2Q9 model computed over 256 iterations using 16 and 61 PEs

respectively. Similarly, the D3Q19 model is as shown on the right-hand-side of the same

figure. The figures demonstrate that for a particular system size, the execution time for

D3Q19 model is almost double to that of the D2Q9 model implementation.

As shown in Figure 8.3(left), a 262144 cell D2Q9 lattice computed for 256 iterations

using a 61 PEs implementation, reaches a theoretical peak performance of 13.55 MLUPS.

And a similar sized D3Q19 lattice computed for 256 iterations using a 61 PEs implemen-

tation, reaches a theoretical peak performance of 6.77 MLUPS.
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Figure 8.3: Performance prediction comparison for a FPGA-enabled-PC based D2Q9 and

D3Q19 LBM model. Execution time as a function of system size for a single FPGA based

implementation. (Left) Each data point represents the execution time to compute 256 iterations

of a D2Q9 LBM grid for a given system size with 16 and 61PEs respectively. (Right) Each data

point represents the execution time to compute 256 iterations of a D3Q19 LBM grid for a given

system size using 16 and 61 PEs respectively.

8.2.2 FPGA enabled PC Cluster Implementation

For a FPGA enabled PC cluster based D3Q19 implementation, we consider a 3D rectan-

gular problem domain of size 2.04 million cells, decomposed along the longest dimension

into F equal sized chunks (1-D domain decomposition setup similar to the 2D imple-

mentation as explained in Chapter 7) and computed for 256 iterations using F FPGAs.

Each iteration computation is a three-step process similar to the D2Q9 implementation

strategy as explained in Chapter 7, that is, starting with boundary cells, followed by bulk

cells and finally by the on-board memory update (see Section 7.1 for details). However,

the boundary processing, bulk processing, and the boundary download, as specified in

Section 7.1, for a D2Q9 implementation differs from D3Q19 implementation as shown

below:

8.2.2.1 Boundary Processing

Each FPGA starts with computing boundary cells and can be specified as

Tb = τr +

{

2xz

p

}

τc (8.1)

Chapter7/Chapter7Figs/EPS/multiFPGA_dataSet/prediction/2Dvs3D/singleFPGA/2D_singleFPGA.eps
Chapter7/Chapter7Figs/EPS/multiFPGA_dataSet/prediction/2Dvs3D/singleFPGA/3D_singleFPGA.eps
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Figure 8.4: Performance prediction comparison for a FPGA-enabled-cluster based D2Q9 and

D3Q19 LBM model. Execution time as a function of FPGAs for a FPGA enabled PC cluster

implementation. (Left) Each data point represents the execution time to compute 256 iterations

of a 2.04 million cells D2Q9 LBM grid using 16 and 61PEs respectively. (Right) Each data point

represents the execution time to compute 256 iterations of a 2.04 million cells D3Q19 LBM grid

using 16 and 61 PEs respectively.

8.2.2.2 Bulk Processing

After the boundary cells, each FPGA computes the bulk cells and in parallel the respective

host is informed to start the boundary cells update process around the neighbouring

FPGAs. The time to compute the bulk cells and to update the boundary cells is specified

as

Tk =
1

p

{

N

F
− 2xz

}

τc +
{p

k
− 1

}

τr + τw (8.2)

Tu = 2xz {τd + τb + τm} (8.3)

8.2.2.3 Boundary Download

Finally upon the completion of the next iteration computation, the host process downloads

the updated boundary data to its connected FPGA modules source bank. The time to

download boundary cells (Td) is 2xzτd. The sum of the above mentioned time durations

results in the overall execution time for the FPGA enabled PC cluster implementation.

TF = Tb + max {Tu, Tk} + Td. (8.4)

Comparing the execution times of D2Q9 and the D3Q19 model as a function of FPGAs

as shown in Figure 8.4 respectively, we notice, a system size of 2.04 million cells computed

Chapter7/Chapter7Figs/EPS/multiFPGA_dataSet/prediction/2Dvs3D/multiFPGA/2D_multiFPGA.eps
Chapter7/Chapter7Figs/EPS/multiFPGA_dataSet/prediction/2Dvs3D/multiFPGA/3D_multiFPGA.eps
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over 256 generations using 16 and 61PE respectively. The three dimensional setup takes

twice the time as compared to the two dimensional setup.

As shown in Figure 8.4, a 2.04 million D2Q9 lattice computed for 256 iterations, using

25 FPGA implementation each with 61 PEs, reaches a theoretical peak performance of

200.23 MLUPS. And a similar sized D3Q19 lattice computed for 256 iterations, using

25 FPGA implementation each with 61 PEs, reaches a theoretical peak performance of

100.11 MLUPS.

8.3 Summary

Using pencil and paper approach we deduced the theoretical limits of our model imple-

mentations and their performance relative to the existing implementations. For a single

FPGA based implementation, improving the number of PEs from 16 to a theoretical

maximum of 61, improves the overall performance by a factor close to four. A theoretical

peak performance of 13 MLUPS is expected for such system implementations. For a mul-

tiple FPGA enabled PC cluster implementation, improving the number of PEs per FPGA

from eight to a theoretical maximum of 61, improves the overall performance of D2Q9

implementation by a factor close to five, with an expected theoretical peak performance

of 200 MLUPS. Secondly, by porting our two-dimensional performance model to a three-

dimensional D3Q19 LBM implementation, a linear increment in terms of execution time

is identified. FPGA logic resources required for D3Q19 PE implementation would largely

resemble D2Q9 PE in terms of floating point units and control logic, though a larger

register file would be required to store and compute the higher number of computations.





Chapter 9

Manycore Paradigm – What, Why

and How?

The previous chapters demonstrated the performance modeling and evaluation of CAs

with hundreds of processing elements computing millions of cells. This chapter focuses on

running massively parallel systems capable of crunching numbers at a rate of 1018 opera-

tions per second. The chapter starts with a literature review of the manycore paradigm-

a requirement to reach the exaflops scale [2, 67, 88]. Some of the important publications

reviewed in this chapter include - a report on DARPA IPTO sponsored ExaScale study

[67], a report on parallel computing research compiled in December 2006 by a multi-

disciplinary group of researchers from Berkeley over a span of two years [5], and work

presented by 50 leading experts from academia and industry at EDF organised workshop

on using million cores systems [2].

Within the framework of the literature review, we analyse our FPGA based CA im-

plementations and draw parallels between the two. Most importantly we are keen to find

out how our work contributes to the existing research. Following are some of the main

highlights of the literature review as presented in the following sections:

• The traditional model of exploring hardware and software as a single-domain re-

search initiative in isolation can no longer address the current challenges [67].

• Much can be learned by examining the success of parallelism at the extremes of

computing spectrum like high performance computing [5].

• Our ability to scale up applications to millions of processors, or even port conven-

tional codes to a few dozen cores is almost non-existent [67].

• Widening, mitigating, or eliminating the von Neumann bottleneck must be the

thrust of research [61, 67].
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9.1 A Marriage of Convenience – von Neumann and

Moore

Computer simulation is the key high performance computing technique to find solutions

to global challenges [49] ranging from weather forecast to terrorist threats [15]. Running

HPC simulations demand improvements in computational accuracy and speed, and it is

no surprise that the major milestones in the high performance computing are pushed by

the emergence of faster computer systems. In general, when the aggregate performance

of a computer system first crosses a threshold of 103k operations per second, for some k,

it is defined as a major milestone [67]. Billion floating point operations per second or

Gigascale (109) was first achieved by Cray-2 in 1985 [108], the next milestone Terascale

(1012) was reached almost a decade later in 1997 by the Intel ASCI Red system at Sandia

National Laboratory and the most recent milestone of Petascale (1015) was achieved by

Roadrunner at Los Alamos National Laboratory in 2008 [6]. Considering the time line

with previous milestones and assuming the continued acceleration of progress, Exascale

(1018) computing is expected to be around in 2015 [67].

Consistent advances in the CMOS technology have been one of the main building

blocks behind these milestones. Technological advancement has resulted in smaller logic

and shorter signaling distances within the processor cores, and has been primarily used

to enable higher processor clock frequencies, resulting in faster processor computations.

Also known as the famous Moore’s law, this has been interpreted as the doubling of the

transistor density per unit area on a chip every 18-24 months. Moore’s law has also been

misinterpreted as doubling of performance of the general purpose computer (von Neumann

architecture) every 24 months.

The von Neumann architecture, a term coined in 1945 [114], refers to a sequential

computer architecture with a processing and a memory unit where memory stores both

instructions and the data. Predominantly, it is a sequential thread execution model, where

a program is a sequence of instructions that are executed logically one at a time, until

completion. This architecture has been the dominant computing paradigm ever since and

what we also call as general purpose computing [114].

9.2 The Three Walls

Till 2000, with each turn of the Moore’s Law, processors kept getting faster. Simultane-

ously, in terms of access time and data bandwidth, memory has not been able to keep

up with the improvements in processor clock rates. As a consequence, modern computers

end up spending most of its time moving data rather than processing the same. This
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limited data transfer rate between the processing unit and the memory unit, also known

as the von Neumann bottleneck [114], has been one of the main performance limiters of

the von Neumann architecture ever since its inception.

To get around this memory wall, a great deal of complexity was pushed within the

processor architecture. And in an attempt to keep most of the relevant data for a program

close to the processing logic and not violate sequential execution model [67], architecture

include deep memory hierarchies also known as multi-level caches. For example, one of the

existing fastest super computers, the IBM BG/L [107] can accomplish four floating-point

mathematical operations in one clock cycle but requires around 100 such cycles to fetch

each operand from the memory [67]. Even worse, since 2004, advances in the uniprocessor

performance also dropped down to about 20% per year due to: power dissipation also

called power wall and cooling restrictions; limited instruction-level parallelism (ILP) left

to exploit; and almost unchanged memory latency [68]. As a consequence the three

walls (power, memory and ILP) forced the computer industry to change its course from

a uniprocessor to a multiple cores per processor systems; with Intel cancelling its high

performance uniprocessor project, and joining IBM and Sun Microsystems in envisioning

high performance microprocessors based on multicore processors [5, 54, 68].

9.3 The von Neumann Architecture and Multicore

Bond

Moore’s Law is still going strong; and in an attempt to exploit improved feature-size

and logic density, modern processors also include multiple cores per die called multicore.

Other than increasing the number of functional units per chip or the spatial efficiency,

multicore architecture also limits the energy consumption per operation and constrains

the uniprocessor complexity growth [98].

Most of the current popular multicore processors are based on symmetric multipro-

cessor (SMP) architecture [113] where the few available powerful cores share the same

memory in a symmetric manner, and each core is a conventional processor, executing as

per the von Neumann model. This trend of simply replicating conventional processor

cores on the same die, by the main stream processor industry, faces some serious limita-

tions. These limitations include situations wherein, a) workloads with multiple sequential

threads would benefit but how will individual tasks become faster [5], b) the complexity

within the processor architecture is further increased, with multiple cores attempting to

share the same memory, and collaborate by explicitly executing separate parts of a pro-

gram in parallel [67], and c) a single shared memory will end up as a bottleneck as the
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number of cores increases and the paradigm is expected to reach a dead end with the

number of cores reaching sixteen or so [68].

Moreover, [5] states, “Switching from sequential to modestly parallel computing will

make programming much more difficult without rewarding this greater effort with a dra-

matic improvement in power-performance. Hence, multicore is unlikely to be the ideal

answer.” And the more challenging tasks with multicore that remain at large include:

effectively exploiting multiple-thread parallelism; parallel computing and programming

models; aggravated memory wall; slow and flatten rate of pin growth or the interface be-

tween the chip to the outside world; and the mechanisms required for efficient inter-process

coordination like synchronisation, mutual exclusion and context switching.

Although software and hardware architects are still in the infancy of multicore era,

multicore have consolidated their place as being the building blocks of the fastest current

supercomputer called Roadrunner [6, 112]. Roadrunner is a hybrid system built out of two

different multicore processor architectures, dual-core Opteron processor from AMD and

PowerXCell 8i- a cell processor from IBM, reaching the Petascale milestone at Los Alamos

National Laboratory in May 2008. One of the proposed machine and programming model

for the era of multicore chips are described in [62].

9.4 Exascale Computing

Chips with hundreds of cores are already in the market, for example, 130nm process based

single chip with 188 RISC cores from Cisco [5]. More recently, Nvidia announced its latest

Fermi GPU [80] with 512 cores assumed to reach a peak performance of 0.5 to 1 teraflops

[44]. Evidently Moore’s Law is pushing the idea of having manycores per chip and bringing

the supercomputing capabilities to everyday devices [53]. This growth of cores per chip is

in line with what is required to reach Exascale [88]. [67] describes Exascale systems as, “A

2015 data center sized capacity system is one whose goal would be to allow roughly 1,000X

the production of results from the same applications that run in 2010 on the Petascale

systems of the time.” And to achieve this 1000X increase in the aggregate computational

rates, [67] explains that either by improving the computational speed of a single program

by three orders of magnitude or have the capability to concurrently run 1000 such jobs at

the same time. It is not only about improving the computational capabilities but also the

need to reduce the system sizes that perform current level of computing into far smaller

packages [67].
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9.4.1 Why?

With reference to Exascale systems and related applications, [67] writes, “there is a con-

tinuing need to run critical applications at much higher rates of performance than using

Petascale machines and such applications are evolving in more complex entities when com-

pared to those of the Terascale era.” It further points out that it is not only the classical

scientific and engineering applications but also the applications, requirements related to

the internet boom in general that demand such systems.

The enormous amount of data moved around the internet via applications like internet

commerce, sharing multimedia content, social networking, blogging, search, news, 24/7

connectivity to internet over mobile devices, and many more have pushed the limits of

required computing infrastructure both in terms of real-time performance and efficiency.

Supporting internet in general requires computing resources and infrastructure at the

speed rivaling those of any supercomputer. Situations demanding immediate attention

include: power requirements, storage space, physical space, speed etc. Considering such

computing requirements in general, [67] mentions, “thus in a real sense the need for ad-

vanced computing has grown significantly beyond the need for just flops”, and to recognise

this fact [67] introduces the use of terms Gigascale, Terascale, Petascale, etc to reflect such

systems.

Several studies and workshops, like [2, 67], discuss questions related to manycore

systems and the Exascale computing in details. Such studies clearly indicate that the

HPC community aims to reach Exascale milestone by 2015 [67].

9.4.2 How?

A serious discussion concerning the Petascale computing was published around 1994 [99]

and only after a span of 16 years, in 2008 the first Petascale milestone was actually reached

[112]. However, how the system would evolve in term of the technologies, architectures

and programming models was known and this was similar to the Terascale machines which

were remarkably foreseen early [67]. On the contrary, another 1000X performance would

require altogether a different set of tools both in hardware and software as is evident from

some of the following comments from industry experts, “To achieve Exascale performance,

single, dual or even quad core systems frequency and ops/cycle might improve by 2-4X in

next the 8-10 years, only opportunity for dramatic performance is in number of compute

engines” [103] and b)“all that is needed to reach Exascale is a 5-10 TF/chip and 100-200K

of such chips” [88].

The message is clear that the manycore systems are required to reach the Exascale

[103], and we have to look for methods on how to map and glue hardware and software
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together guaranteeing overall system efficiency both in terms of solving and specifying the

problem. Before we hit the road towards Exascale computing, let us consider some of the

key challenges and how these are different compared to the Terascale era.

9.4.3 Challenges are Different

Previously Moore’s Law played a significant role in terms of doubling the processor per-

formance every two years, but this is no longer valid as it has hit the power wall; and has

essentially resulted in flattening of the clock rates ever since. This also marks the end of

dependence on the performance improvements with a single threaded model and pushing

the needs to have processor architecture exploit concurrency and locality [67, 88]. If par-

allelism is the only mechanism in silicon to increase overall system performance then how

to exploit parallelism remains a challenge [67]. Towards the software side, the challenge

is to find enough concurrency in the applications [88].

Another challenge is to design a fault tolerant system. Smaller feature sizes, design,

manufacturing, and low-energy operation requirements, are likely to suffer from higher

failure rates due to higher thermal and quantum error rates [120]. Each new process

generation, as a result, rapidly increases permanent and transient faults within the chip

and therefore, designing a chip with irregular structures becomes increasingly difficult

[120]. Hence it is no surprise that fault tolerant design has been cited as one of the major

challenges of the future technologies that are expected to mitigate a rapid reduction of

yield and reliability [5]. Consequently, [49] calls for a paradigm shift where focus should to

be more on fault tolerant software rather than on eliminating failures. Related challenges

include: scalability issues with monitoring and notification [49]; development of scalable

and naturally fault tolerant parallel algorithms [49]; identifying the class of problems that

can be made scalable and self-healing [49]; the type of cooperation between the cores both

within and outside a chip [70]; and the overall hardware and software resiliency [88].

Thirdly, right from the start, memory technologies were unable to keep pace with

increase in processing speed. With manycore systems the situation gets worse, limiting

performance of future designs [23, 88]. How to limit the aggravated memory wall, remains

a challenge.

Designing a modern processor itself has become a mammoth challenge. Processor

design using latest technologies is quite an expensive and sophisticated job that only

few companies can afford. Therefore, the traditional model of exploring hardware and

software as a single-domain research initiative in isolation can no longer address the current

challenges [67].
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Scalability is yet another challenge. There are no clues on how to scale up applications

to the millions of processors and even porting conventional programs to a few dozen cores

is almost non-existent [67].

With respect to the unique challenges we are facing with the manycore paradigm,

[67] concludes that the current technology trends are simply insufficient and to bring

alternatives in-line requires explicit direction and support in new research, otherwise a

wait of another 16 years will not guarantee the emergence of Exascale systems.

9.4.4 Dos and Don’ts

In the face of the manycore challenges, some of the recommendations by the industry and

academia experts are as follows:

Think beyond von Neumann architecture: Academia and industry based many-

core focus groups like [5, 61, 67] expect the solutions to be beyond the nature of von

Neumann architecture. [61] suggest to look for new computation models that either

widen or mitigate the von Neumann bottlenecks and system that provide self-healing and

trustworthy hardware and software. [5] call for models that are completely not von Neu-

mann in nature and that exploit Moore’s Law in a way different from what has been done

historically.

Multicore is unlikely to be the ideal answer: Focus on the manycore instead

of multicore systems [5]. UCB review [5] announce a desperate need for new solutions

for parallel software and hardware, instead of relying on evolutionary methods to address

problems of parallelism via multicore solutions. [5] goes further to write, “It is unwise

to presume that multicore architecture and programming models suitable for 2 to 32

processors can incrementally evolve to serve manycore systems of 1000s of processors”,

and concludes: evolutionary approaches to parallel hardware and software are not going

to scale beyond 16 and 32 processors; and switching from sequential to modestly parallel

computing techniques, used with multicore, make programming difficult.

Learn from the extremes of computing: The years of experience gained from

embedded and high performance computing are highlighted as the launching pads. [5]

points out that embedded and high performance computing, the two extremes of the

computing spectrum, are both concerned with challenges like power, hardware utilisation,

feature size, unauthorised access and viruses. Therefore much can be learned by examining

the success of parallelism there. Plus much can be learned from MPI based implementation

[5] as MPI will remain where HPC applications may become a set of VMs [13].

Use Dwarfs as stand-ins: To understand and learn how to build manycore systems,

[5] recommend using 13 benchmark dwarfs (categories of applications that would target
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Dwarf Description

Dense Linear Algebra Dense datasets

Sparse Linear Algebra Data with many zeros

Spectral Methods FFT

N-Body Methods Interactions between many discrete points

Structured Grids Regular grid

Unstructured Grids Irregular grid

Monte Carlo Embarrassingly parallel computation on subsets of data

Combinational Logic Simple operations on massive amounts of data, e.g., encryption

Graph Traversal Indirect lookups in search

Dynamic Programming Problem solving via solving simpler sub-problems

Backtrack and Branch-and-Bound Global optimisation for huge search spaces

Graphical Models Bayesian Networks and Hidden Markov Models

Finite State Machines Interconnected States as used in parsing; embarrassingly sequential

Table 9.1: 13 Dwarfs. A benchmark suite from [5], that captures a pattern of computation

and communication common to a class of important applications that can help draw broader

conclusion about the parallel computing requirements of the future. See [5] for full details.

manycore systems as shown in Table 9.1, see [5] for details) as a promising approach and

using FPGA based system emulators for rapid design space explorations.

Some of the notable initiatives towards Exascale computing include; Chapel- A new

parallel language developed by Cray for HPCS [88] and Corona- Optically enabled 256

core processor (10 TFLOP 3D chip) [13]

9.5 Limits of CMOS and Beyond

The existing CMOS technologies feature size of 45nm with an integration capacity of

8 billion transistors is expected to reach 8nm with 256 billion transistors by 2018 [16,

17, 18]. Pushing the limits of CMOS, these numbers translate to having a chip with

thousands of simple processors in the near future [53]. With billions of nanoscale electronic

devices per square centimeter, the challenge is to design a system that addresses issues

like fault tolerance, the three walls, and the power performance ratio as presented in the

previous sections. Such requirements have dictated a shift towards scalable and highly

parallel microprocessor architectures. Architectures like [12] are actively being studied

and some seek to explore different information processing and computing approaches like

the nanoscale dynamics systems [2, 120].

[5] states that the trade off between power and performance is going to be the most

important factors across the entire spectrum of current and future system applications.

Therefore, the current trend is to go manycore with a hope that it will lead us to the

Promised Land. Benefits of having a massively parallel architecture with smaller pro-

cessing units include: ability to perform dynamic voltage scaling and power control at

a fine-grain level (and therefore easier to shut down in the face of defects); and easy to
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predict their performance and power characteristics [5]. Another advantage of having a

massively parallel architecture is its inherent regularity, regularity within the hardware

simplifies the diagnoses and isolation of faulty nodes and therefore simplifies fault tolerant

implementations. Other advantages include ease of design and functional verification, and

an energy efficient way to achieve performance [5].

Assuming availability of manycore systems as inevitable, one would like to know how

its processing units, memory and the interconnect network are going to evolve. Before

summarising what current technology literature recommends, let us consider some sce-

narios based on our own experience of massively parallel application implementations as

presented in previous chapters in an attempt to get some feel about the deployment of

such systems in the future.

9.5.1 Manycore Systems and CA Simulations

Few things are clear about manycore chips of the future: hundreds of simple cores per

chip; massively parallel hardware and software setup; and scalable architecture for optimal

power-performance ratio. Plus features like, the regular structure for feasible fabrication of

chip, configurable processing units tailored to suit application requirements, and using 13

benchmark dwarfs as stand-ins for parallel applications of the future, make evaluation of

such systems more realistic and easy. As expected, lot of research in programming models

needs to be carried out in terms of how to parallelise conventional sequential codes to

massively parallel paradigm. For now we have one less thing to think about as CAs are

inherently parallel with structured grids (also among the list of dwarfs, see Table 9.1 for

details), and at the same time are a benchmark application that would target manycore

systems of the future. Our Maxwell based LBM implementation with tens of processing

units computing millions of cells in parallel also has much in common with manycore

architectures of the future [5, 10]. Therefore, first let us consider the Maxwell system and

find out how much performance we can squeeze out of it, based on our performance model

implementation.

9.5.1.1 Squeezing Maxwell

First some assumptions, all of the Maxwell’s 64-FPGAs are of the same type (see Ap-

pendix 10 for exact details), that is, each FPGA runs 61 LBM PEs (existing multi-FPGA

based implementation could only accommodate 8 out of the algorithm’s theoretical max-

imum of 61 PEs), and in aggregate all FPGAs on-board memory banks store around 214

million LBM cells (each FPGA comes attached with a source memory bank of size 256

Mbytes and each cell size is 80 bytes, see Chapter 5 for details). With this available
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k (cells read in parallel) 0.1 0.2 0.5

p (PEs per FPGA) 61 123 307

GFLOPS (150 MHz clock freq) 1.43 2.86 7.16

GFLOPS (250 MHz clock freq) 2.39 4.77 10.9

GFLOPS (500 MHz clock freq) 4.77 9.55 23.9

GFLOPS (1.0 GHz clock freq) 9.55 19.1 47.7

GFLOPS (1.5 GHz clock freq) 14.3 28.6 71.6

Table 9.2: A 64-FPGA parallel system based D2Q9 LBM performance prediction as shown in

Equation (7.4). Based on a combination of different values for the given system parameters like

number of PEs per FPGA, FPGA and on-board memory interface, and clock frequency. The

performance for a particular clock frequency and specified in GFLOPS represents a theoretical

maximum a single FPGA chip can achieve. Note, single FPGA performance is a part of 64-

FPGA D2Q9 LBM simulations size of 214 million cells.

hardware running at 150 MHz, a 1-D domain decomposition of 1000x214400 D2Q9 LBM

lattice, spreads over 64 FPGA, takeing 0.25 seconds to compute a single iteration based

on the performance model in Equation (7.4). Each LBM cell update includes 38 sums, 27

multiplications and 10 divisions, and applying Dongarra’s metrics (where sum or a multi-

plication is a single FLOP and division counts as four FLOPS) as explained in [69], takes

105 FLOP. Therefore, a single iteration computation spread over 64 FPGAs in parallel,

performs 22.5 billion FLOP in 0.25 seconds, in other words a peak performance of 90

GFLOPS. To simplify things, lets say a peak performance of 1.4 GFLOPS per FPGA. Up

to this point the only unreal thing about the given numbers is 61 PEs per FPGA. The-

oretically, this is within the limits of the model, but it is difficult to achieve considering

logic capacity of the current FPGAs.

Moving ahead, lets start pushing the given set of parameters of the model. Clock

frequency can be increased say up to 1.5 GHz as this is a standard driving frequency for

conventional laptop cores. Memory bandwidth can also be increased say from 64-pin to

320-pin interface (each for read and write operation). Increase in data-pin interface also

results in increase of theoretical maximum for PEs per FPGA.

As shown in Table 9.2, the core clock frequency when improved by one order combined

with five times improved memory bandwidth, results in the improvement of the overall

performance per FPGA chip from 1.4 to 71.6 GFLOPS. However, a FPGA with 307 PEs

and running at 1.5 GHz is quite distant from the current generation of FPGAs. Fitting

16 PEs per FPGA, as presented in the previous chapters, has been quite a challenge

especially for the design to meet signal propagation timing requirements. One of the main

hurdles faced during the FPGA based LBM implementation has been the long wire lengths
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running between a PE and the memory bank interfaces. With the increase in PEs per

FPGA the wire lengths increase proportionally, and the design required more registering

around signals both to boost signal strength and meet design timing constraints. This also

reduced the driving clock frequency of the circuit. Other than that, the main limitations of

this layout is the maximum possible number of PE for a given set of parameters, especially

the cell update time. With improved cell update time ( that is, consuming less than 675

core clock cycles to update a cell), the theoretical maximum of PE goes down, making

this a major limitation. What is desired, is a layout with as many computationally

efficient PEs as possible; and not to forget we are looking at thousand cores chips in

future and application needs to be scaled accordingly in order to achieve the desired

power-performance efficiency.

9.5.1.2 One-to-one Mapping

Let us consider a pure CA hardware implementation to get around the performance model

limitation with the number of PEs per chip. Since we assume availability of thousand

core chips and our application of interest being inherently parallel algorithm with local

connectivity requirements, why not consider a one-to-one mapping?

To make calculations simple, let us focus on a single chip implementation and find out

the possibilities of how to improve overall performance. Consider, a 32x32 D2Q9 lattice

size with solid or bounce-back boundary conditions, 32-bit single precision floating points

for state representations and a 1024 core processor platform. With these assumptions,

a one-to-one mapping requires: each cell directly connects to eight of its neighbours;

each core has its own floating point unit; and an IO interface for global communication

requirements. One of the main strength of this mapping is the uniform hardware structure

with even distribution of power-performance ratio. Cell connectivity confined to local

neighbours means shorter wire lengths other than the global signals for synchronisation

and control. With direct cell-to-cell connectivity resulting in short signal lengths, cores

can be run at higher clock frequency. One of the main disadvantages of having one-to-one

mapping is the local cell-to-cell data width requirements. Here each cell is to send and

receive a 32-bit number from eight of its neighbours and that sums to numerous wires per

cell. The situation becomes worse when a one-to-one mapping setup spreads over multiple

manycore chips. One solution is to have a bit serial data transfer among cells.

Let us consider some numbers, 105 FLOP for the collision, 675 core clocks ticks to

compute a collision, another 100 core clock ticks to exchange data across neighbouring

cells (propagation part) since this is a one-to-one mapping, and a clock frequency of 150

MHz. 675 cycles to compute 105 FLOP per cell running at 150 MHz is based on a) our
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Core clock ticks to compute a cell 675 338 168

Core clock ticks to exchange boundary 100 100 100

GFLOPS (150 MHz clock freq) 20.8 36.8 60.2

GFLOPS (250 MHz clock freq) 34.7 61.4 100.0

GFLOPS (1.0 GHz clock freq) 146.6 261.8 431.7

GFLOPS (2.5 GHz clock freq) 378.8 677.9 1117.6

Table 9.3: A 1024 cores processor. D2Q9 LBM lattice size of 1024 cells mapped to 1024

core processor with required cell-to-cell local connectivity. Based on a combination of different

values for the given system parameters like core clock ticks to update a cell and cell-to-cell data

exchange. The performance for a particular clock frequency and specified in GFLOPS represents

a theoretical maximum that a single FPGA chip can achieve.

LBM implementations and b) considering a bit serial data transfer between cells also at

150 MHz consuming 100 clock cycles.

As shown in Table 9.3, to reach a teraFLOPS scale would require a 1024 core chip

running at 2.5 GHz with each core (floating point units inclusive) computing collision (105

FLOP) and data transfer (propagation) in 268 clock ticks. And to reach a target of 5-10

teraFLOPS per chip, the only option is to increase the number of cores per chips by an

equal portion. Another question would be, how to use 1024 core chip for lattice size larger

Figure 9.1: Zigzag shaped: Two dimensional rectangular lattice.

than the available cores? Considering again the previous situation of direct mapping of

322 lattice to 1024 core processor, let us name 322 as the base grid. Now if we have a

lattice that is l times base grid and imagine the lattice layout in a zigzag form as shown

in Figure 9.1, a direct mapping is again possible using 1024 core processor. As long as

the cores have sufficient memory, each lattice layer is mapped onto cores with each core

storing and processing l cells each belonging to the corresponding layer. As expected,

cores start by computing the first layer of the zigzag, followed by the second and so on.

Chapter8/Chapter8Figs/EPS/zigzag.eps
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Another advantage with this layout is the ease of implementing wrap-around boundary

conditions as well.

The same strategy can be applied to three-dimensional CAs as well, with lattice visu-

alised as a stack of two-dimensional planes and each plane mapped to a manycore chip.

Again the main requirement is the core capacity to hold the required number of cells and

inter-cellular routing.

9.6 Manycores of Future

Parallelism, uniform structure, processor hungry supercomputing application, reconfig-

urable processing elements and interconnects, and scalability are some of the common

elements that stand out when drawing parallels between the manycore review and our

FPGA based CA implementations work. Based on these findings let us summarise the

various types of manycore chip systems especially in terms of their processing units, mem-

ory and interconnects, that are to be expected in the future.

Starting with the processing units or cores, one would like to find out if these are going

to be of same size or heterogeneous, what would be their optimal size and design, and so

on. [5] believes that the building blocks of the future microprocessors are likely to be,“sim-

ple, modestly pipelined, floating point units, vectors, and SIMD processing elements.”And

as discussed in previous sections, both size and design parameters of processing elements

would be determined by the application under consideration. Identical or heterogeneous

processing elements both come with their respective pros and cons. Simple identical ele-

ments offer ease of design and implementation in hardware while different sized processing

units improve spatial chip efficiency and the parallel speedup by reducing the runtime for

the less parallel codes [5]. Additionally, a thousand core chip both in terms of hardware

and software in itself is a complex structure to deal with, and including heterogeneous

cores would further make things difficult. One approach to include heterogeneity could

be to have a chip composed of simple and uniform cores, and then have some of the cores,

in aggregate, perform a specific task as and when required. Reconfigurability within the

chip can be considered to address the on-demand aggregation of cores to perform specific

functions. However, including reconfigurable units also elevate the possibilities of using

the available logic space for a variety of different application domains, for example, our

D2Q9 LBM PE, with little modifications, can be reconfigured to compute D3Q19 LBM

cells.

The memory wall has been the major challenge ever since and [5] report this as the

main obstacle for almost half of their identified dwarfs. Manycore designs mean much

higher number of instruction executions (or MIPS) per chip and therefore, more memory
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bandwidth requirements. The current trends with memory capacity and speed suggest the

memory wall getting worse [5]. And considering this MIPS explosion, situation demands

innovations beyond traditional von Neumann architecture where the main memory is

assumed to be a separate entity connected via standard interfaces. Keeping in view

our experience with CA implementation, one of the main limitations of our D2Q9 LBM

computation model, as presented in previous chapters, was also due to memory layout.

Having a one giant memory block as an input source bank to multiple PEs processing cells

limited the data transfer rates and also imposed the limit on the number of PEs within

the design. For a thousand core chip this design is not scalable and therefore a model

based on distributed memory within the chip is required. Hence, some important class of

computations like stencil based operations has a very regular and entirely local memory

access. Such applications can benefit from innovations in memory designs and lead the

way towards novel designs.

Finally, the interconnects, [70] point out, a random communication pattern on a very

large number of cores leads to enormous bisection bandwidth yielding complexity, latency

and reliability issues, and simultaneously applications that scale to 106 cores with struc-

tured communications. Again, it is the application requirements that ask for innovations

with how to interconnect hundreds of available cores. Currently, multicore systems em-

ploy buses or crossbar switches between the cores and the cache banks and such solutions

are not scalable to systems with thousands of cores [5, 113]. Therefore, manycore systems

require on-chip connectivity that scales linearly with the system size and at the same time

prevents its complexity from dominating the overall costs. Ability to configure the wiring

topology between the cores that meets the application communication requirements is an

essential requirement in order to have a scalable architecture. Hence, one of the straight

forward approaches is to use the flexibility of reconfigurable computing that allows the

configuration of the on-chip network topology.

From the above discussion and the various listed desirable features of the machine

in future, one thing that is common to most of the elements is the flexibility, not only

in terms of software but hardware as well. Whether it’s the processor internal structure,

memory layout and the access pattern or the interconnect network, all demand to be quite

flexible and customisable as per the application requirements. Without doubt, the ability

to configure hardware is going to be an integral part of the manycore systems but in what

proportion, that would only evolve with time. The current status with reconfigurable

devices or FPGA technology in particular, is making rapid progress [104] and doubling

in capacity every 18 months. FPGAs, have the capacity of millions of gates and memory

bits, and also provide the ease and the speed of reconfiguration like modifying software.

They are also narrowing down the concept of having a processor and the memory as
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separate entities. FPGAs have recently demonstrated their strength in HPC applications.

FPGAs when compared to an equivalent ASIC processor in terms of flexibility, large scale

production volumes, and low cost development both in terms of time and cost, suggests

their use not only as prototyping or system emulation but also as flexible processors

within the manycore system. No doubt that we are very soon to enter the manycore era,

however, formulating a power and performance efficient computation is more or less an

open question. [5] conclude their report with, “we do not claim to have resolved these

questions. Rather our point is that resolution of these questions is certain to require

significant research and experimentation”. Plus questions ranging right from the micro

to the macro level of manycore systems are around, for example, comparing processor

to a transistor like a basic building block or like a NAND gate in a standard-cell library

[5]. Question about the evolution of manycore processing or the dominant computer

architecture of the future in general [120].

As the hunt for answers continues, it would be interesting to investigate a chip with

hundreds of simple and uniform cores, each core flexible enough to perform a function

either on its own or as a part of a larger unit that is aggregation of cores. This would

require cores to be configurable to function as a processing unit, or a memory unit, or as

an interconnect conduit.





Chapter 10

Summary and Conclusions

Cellular automata (CA) are inherently decentralised spatially extended systems that are

capable of modeling the behaviour of complex systems from nature with a high degree of

efficiency and robustness. Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) are inherently par-

allel commodity chips that are an ideal platform to investigate the hardware realisation

of CA systems. More recently, reconfigurable devices like FPGAs have been integrated

into high performance computing (HPC) systems for direct hardware execution of compu-

tationally intensive algorithms and thus an opportunity to exploit extreme performance

potential.

FPGA based CA accelerators are not new to the scientific community, however map-

ping CA systems from an abstract concept to the hardware logic remains a major chal-

lenge. The availability of more advanced FPGAs and the lack of a problem solving

environment targeting such systems, makes it necessary to get a better understanding of

the underlying mapping process.

FPGA implementations are still compared to yesteryears writing of computer programs

in assembly code, which by no means are as simple and straight forward like edit-compile-

run-debug cycle of conventional programming. And to make things tough, system design

and implementation are carried out using number of independent tools with majority of

them being proprietary. In general, with FPGA based implementation, one gets lost with

the minute details of the implementation and unable to see the big picture. Finally in

the end it’s the performance of the overall system and not the fine technical details that

count. Though a lot of research is being carried out to develop tools to target FPGAs

via conventional high level programming languages, see for example [82] and [24], but as

of now there have been no clear breakthroughs. See [105] for an overview of the latest

developments with high level language tools targeting FPGAs. Availability of a problem

solving environment with pre-cooked engines, glued together at the run time via high level

programming constructs, is highly desirable.
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Hence the main focus of this work has been to offer a disciplined look into the issues

and requirements of mapping CA algorithms to the physical realities of special purpose

hardware. There are many trade-offs to consider when mapping such systems that include

both the available FPGA resources and the CA algorithm’s execution time. The most

important aspect is to fully understand the behaviour of the specified CA algorithm in

terms of its execution times which are either compute bound or I/O bound. In this work,

the strengths and weaknesses of various hardware architectures employed to achieve the

speedups ranging from single to a multiple FPGA based implementations are discussed

in detail. This includes performance modeling for each of the implementations and deter-

mining the optimal values for the various key parameters that control the overall system

implementation.

Performance modeling is a highly popular and commonly used technique in HPC [46].

In contrast, there is dearth of published work that demonstrates the application of per-

formance modeling techniques in HPC using special purpose hardware. Instead designers

seem to rely on the use of subset or incremental implementations of their application

domain as a benchmark for the overall performance. Therefore, if the overall system

implementation is going to be a productive process, is determined by these preliminary

results. This methodology is by no mean foolproof with the reason being, the lack of

understanding of the overall system and its behaviour.

In this thesis we demonstrate how the traditional technique of performance modeling

can be applied to application implementations using FPGAs. This methodology provides

a tool to efficiently analyse the proposed system in its entirety for the optimal implementa-

tions. Starting with single FPGA based CA implementations, a generic model is presented

(Chapter 3). One of the key features of this model is its scalability to accommodate huge

CA sizes. Based on the generic model, a methodology is presented to categorise a spec-

ified CA algorithm as compute bound or I/O bound. The model is validated for both

I/O bound (Chapter 4) and compute bound (Chapter 5) two-dimensional CA algorithms

ranging from a bit-state based Game of Life to a floating point based Lattice Boltzmann

method. It is demonstrated how this methodology helps to predict the performance of

running CA algorithms on specific FPGA hardware and how to determine optimal values

for the various parameters that control the mapping process. We find that our model

predictions are accurate within 7%. For a single FPGA based D2Q9 Lattice Boltzmann

method implementation, an overall speedup of 2.3 is achieved as compared to a general

purpose FORTRAN implementation.

As per our performance model, as long as the implementation stays compute bound,

porting a D2Q9 Lattice Boltzmann method implementation to a multiple FPGA based

implementation was feasible. Consequently, progressing from a single to a dual FPGA
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based CA implementation; dual FPGA based implementation (Chapter 6) achieved a

speedup close to 1.8 as compared to a single FPGA based implementation.

Progressing further, a multiple FPGA enabled PC cluster implementations are pre-

sented (Chapter 7). For a floating-point based CA implementation, parallised and dis-

tributed over Maxwell – a 64 FPGA Supercomputer, demonstrated a full parallel system

implementation with potentially hundreds of processing elements computing a CA lattice.

For a 2-million cells 2D LBM accelerator with periodic boundary conditions, performance

model showed how the FPGA enabled PC cluster is the preferred multiple FPGA organisa-

tion over the multiple FPGA based PC setup. Latency hiding as the premise through out

our multiple FPGA based systems, was fully exploited for our PC cluster based system.

Hence, we presented the application of performance modeling to HPC using special

purpose hardware. This demonstrated a cost model for the computation and commu-

nication time of the overall FPGA based system implementation. Plus we successfully

validated our models with FPGA based implementations that ranged from a single to

multiple FPGA based computations. With this we achieved the successful completion of

our first two objectives as presented in chapter 1.

Finally, we analysed our experimental work within the framework of the manycore

literature review, also specified as our third objective in chapter 1. This work contributes

to the novel idea of investigating CAs as a potential parallel processing paradigm on

multicore architectures. The emergence of multicore architectures and the era of rolling

out hundreds of cores per die sometime in near future, might have triggered the evolution

of von Neumann architectures towards a parallel processing paradigm. The capability to

have hundreds of cores per die is exciting, however, how optimally we are able to utilise

such a resource remains a challenge. Again, the challenge is to best map an application

to the underlying manycore architecture in order to identify the various key parameters

that control the overall system performance.

In chapter 9, a literature review is presented to understand the current status with

manycore systems. Parallelism, uniform structure, processor hungry supercomputing ap-

plication, reconfigurable processing elements and interconnects, and scalability are some

of the common elements that stood out when drawing parallels between the manycore

review and our FPGA based CA implementations work. Based on these findings we have

summarised the various types of manycore chip systems especially in terms of their pro-

cessing units, memory, and interconnects that are to be expected in the future. For all

the various listed desirable features of the machine in future, one thing that is common

to most of the elements is the flexibility, not only in terms of software but hardware as

well. The processor internal structure, memory layout and the access pattern or the in-

terconnect network, all elements demand to be quite flexible and customisable as per the
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application requirements. Without doubt, the ability to configure hardware is going to be

an integral part of the manycore systems but in what proportion, that would only evolve

with time. Reconfigurable devices like FPGAs making rapid progress with doubling of

capacity every 18 months, is narrowing down the concept of having a processor and the

memory as separate entities. These trends suggest FPGA devices playing a significant

role in the computing device of the future. The review concludes with a set of open ques-

tions, ranging from the micro to the macro level of manycore systems and the evolution

of manycore processing, that demand significant research and experimentation. As the

hunt for answers continues, for future work, we believe investigating the following is of

great interest

• Investigate a chip with hundreds of simple and uniform cores, each core flexible

enough to perform a function either on its own or as a part of a larger unit, that

is, aggregation of cores. This would require cores to be configurable to function as

a processing unit, or a memory unit, or as an interconnect conduit.

• The inherent parallelism – a common denominator among CA systems, multicore

architectures, and the FPGA chips – demands a need to investigate and explore the

possibility of a future computing platform that might be somewhere along the road,

where these three independent concepts intersect.



Appendix

Spartan-3 Board

The Spartan-3 starter kit board [118] from Xilinx has one XC3S200 FPGA, and two 512KB

SRAM banks. The two SRAM banks are not independent as both of them are addressed

using common pins from the FPGA. A high-level block diagram of the said board is shown

in Figure 10.1. The Spartan-3 board runs with a maximum clock frequency of 50MHz

and the available asynchronous SRAM chips on board have access time ≤ 10ns. Some of

the relevant components and features available on this board are as following:

• 200,000-gate Xilinx Spartan-3 XC3S200 FPGA

– 4,320 logic cells

– Twelve 18K-bit block RAMs(216K bits)

– Twelve 18x18 hardware multipliers

– Up to 173 user-defined I/O signals

• 1M-byte of Asynchronous SRAM

– Two independent 256Kx16 10 ns SRAM arrays

– Individual chip select per device

• RS-232 Serial Port, that uses straight-through serial cable to connect to computer

serial port

• 50 MHx crystal oscillator clock source

ADMXRC-FX140 Board

The ADM-XRC-4FX PCI Mezzanine board [3] from Alfa-data [38] is a Xilinx Virtex-4

FX140 [119] [117] based PMC with four independent 256MB DDR2-SDRAM banks. Each

DDR2 bank can be accessed independently from the FPGA (user logic) and via the PCI

interface from the host machine. A high-level block diagram of the said board is shown

in Figure 10.2. Some of the relevant components and features available on this board are

as following:
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Figure 10.1: Spartan-3 board: FPGA to SRAM connections. Image taken from [118]

• Virtex-4 FX140 FPGA

– 142128 logic cells

– 552 18K-bit block RAMs(9936K bits)

– 192 DSP slices

– 2 PowerPC processor blocks and other I/O blocks

• Four independent 64Mx32 DDR2 SDRAM (1GB total)

• High performance PCI and DMA controllers

• Programmable user clock between 31.25- to 625-MHz

The ADM-XRC-4FX board comes with a software development kit [4] including drivers,

header and library files that support a C or C++ program running in the host machine

to communicate directly with the board. Alpha-Data also provided an ADM-XRC-4FX

Co-Processor Development Kit, used for FPGA-based HPC implementations. Additional

code is provided for board initialization and selection, control of the programmable clocks

and handling of FPGA configuration files.

Appendix/AppendixFigs/EPS/s3BlockDia.eps
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Figure 10.2: ADM-XRC-4FX PCI Mezzanine card from Alpha-data. Image taken from [3]

Maxwell 64-FPGA Supercomputer

Maxwell is a 64-FPGA supercomputer [8] from EPCC at the University of Edinburgh,

Scotland. Essentially it is an IBM BladeCentre cluster with FPGA acceleration. Each

blade server includes one Intel Xeon dual-core processor and two FPGAs. The host CPU

and attached FPGA are connected with a standard IBM PCI-X expansion module. The

blades are connected over gigabit Ethernet through a switch with 40 Gb/s throughput. In

addition to the standard gigabit Ethernet network for CPUs communication, an FPGA

network is also provided. The FPGA network consists of point-to-point links between

the MGT connectors of adjacent FPGAs, thus forming a two-dimensional torus (see [8]

for model details). The idea of having two networks as [8] quotes, “use Ethernet network

purely as a control network and to perform parallel communications over RocketIO”.

The FPGAs in Maxwell are Xilinx Virtex-4 devices but half of them are FX and rest

LX type. FX type come on an Alpha-data [38] supplied PCI expansion card called ADM-

XRC fitted with a Xilinx Virtex-4 FX100 FPGA and four independent DDR2 SDRAM

banks making a total of 1GByte on-board memory. The other LX type come on an

Nallatech [79] supplied card fitted with a Xilinx Virtex-4 LX160 FPGA, SRAM and

SDRAM banks. Each vendor supplied FPGA-board comes with its own development

kit that enable the communication between the host software process and the FPGA-

board resources like memory banks and FPGA core. Secondly, a set of hardware library

that provide the necessary interface between the user define logic and the FPGA-board

resources like memory, various types of I/O devices.

Since our single FPGA-based D2Q9 LBM CA was implemented using ADM-XRC-

FX140 an Alpha-data PCI card, therefore, porting to multiple FPGA system using a

similar card (ADM-XRC FX100 PCI card) from Alfa-data made things comfortable. The

ADM-XRC FX100 is similar to FX140 board as explained in Appendix 10 except the

Appendix/AppendixFigs/EPS/fx140BD.eps
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FPGA chip itself. This boards comes with a Virtex-4 FX100 that has lower logic density

as compared to the FX140 type. This difference in available logic also explains why we

were able to implement more LBM PEs using FX140 FPGA (see Chapter 5 for details)

as compared to FX100 FPGAs. Other than the FPGA chip rest of the available on-board

resources like memory and DMA controllers are same for both boards [3]. Some of the

relevant components and features available on ADM-XRC-FX100 board are as following:

• FX100 FPGA

– 94896 logic cells

– 376 18K-bit block RAMs(6768K bits)

– 160 DSP slices

– 2 PowerPC processor blocks and other I/O blocks

• Four independent 64Mx32 DDR2 SDRAM (1GB total)

• High performance PCI and DMA controllers

• Programmable user clock between 31.25- to 625-MHz

The FX100 based ADM-XRC-4FX board from Alpha-data comes with a software de-

velopment kit [4] as explained in Appendix 10. Additionally, Parallel toolkit (PTK)- a

high-level configuration and APIs are supplied by FPGA HPC Alliance [9] [45]. PTK com-

prises a library of C++ classes providing a) abstract interfaces to application components

implemented using FPGA hardware, b) loading or configuring FPGA with bitstreams,

and a standard way of launching parallel FPGA jobs. PTK and its API are explained in

[9].



Acronyms and Symbols

ASIC Application specific integrated circuit

BRAM Block RAM

CA Cellular automata

CB Compute block

CE Compute engine

CLB Configurable logic block

COTS Commercial off the shelf

DDR Double data rate

DRAM Dynamic RAM

DSP Digital signal processor

FDTD Finite difference time domain

FPGA Field programmable gate array

HPC High performance computing

HPRC High performance reconfigurable computing

LBM Lattice Boltzmann method

LGCA Lattice Gas Cellular Automata

LUT Lookup table

MLUPS Million lattice-site updates per second

PCI Peripheral component interconnect

PE Processing element

PMC PCI mezzanine card

RAM Random access memory

SDRAM Synchronous dynamic RAM

SRAM Static RAM

Tpc CA execution time on a PC

Tfpga CA execution time on a FPGA

Tft CA execution time on a FPGA-enabled PC

Tpre Time to pre-process a CA lattice by a host machine

Tpos Time to post-process a CA lattice by a host machine

Ts Time to download a CA lattice from the host PC to the FPGA on-board memory

Tr Time to upload a CA lattice from the FPGA on-board memory to the host PC
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Tfo Total overhead time (= Tpre+Ts+Tr+Tpos)

p Number of PEs running in a FPGA

k Number of CA cell FPGA reads in parallel from source memory bank

N Number of CA lattice cells

x Number of CA lattice columns

y Number of CA lattice rows

n Number of compute blocks (pipeline depth) within a FPGA

g Number of CA iterations

w Buffer size within a compute block

F Number of FPGAs

τr FPGA time to read k-cells from the on-board memory bank

τw FPGA time to write k-cells to a on-board memory bank

τc FPGA time to update a cell

τd Host PC time to download a cell to a FPGA on-board memory

τm Time to update a boundary cell across two neighbouring FPGAs

Tc FPGA execution time for a compute bound computation

Ti FPGA execution time for an I/O bound computation

T1 FPGA execution time to compute a single CA iteration

T2 Execution time to compute a single CA iteration using a dual FPGA-enabled system

Tf Execution time to compute a CA iteration using a F FPGA-enabled PC

TF Execution time to compute a CA iteration using a F FPGA-enabled PC cluster
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands*

Een Cellulaire Automaat is een inherent discreet, decentraal, en ruimtelijk uitgespreid

system dat in staat is om het gedrag van complexe natuurlijke systemen met een hoge

graad van nauwkeurigheid en robuustheid te modelleren. Het blijft een grote uitdaging

om het abstracte concept van een Cellulaire Automaat af te beelden op computer hard-

ware. De ”Field Programmable Gate Array” (FPGA) is een ideaal platform om hardware

implementaties van Cellulaire Automaten te bestuderen. Hoog vermogen rekenen (High

Performance Computing - HPC) met FPGAs maakt het mogelijk om rekenintensieve al-

goritmes direct in de hardware uit te voeren en op die manier het extreme potentieel aan

rekenkracht van special purpose HPC uit te buiten.

Het belangrijkste doel van dit werk is een disciplinegebonden gezichtspunt op vereisten

en problemen die samenhangen met het afbeelden van Cellulaire Automaten op de fysische

realiteit van ’special purpose’ hardware. Voor - en nadelen van een breed scala aan

hardware architecturen, van een enkele to meerdere parallelle FPGAs, worden in detail

onderzocht. Het modelleren van de prestaties voor elke implementatie, en het bepalen

van de optimale waarde van de meeste belangrijk parameters die de prestatie bëınvloeden

is een belangrijk deel van het onderzoek.

Startend met een implementatie op één FGPA is een generiek model ontwikkelend,

waarbij één van de belangrijkste grootheden de schaalbaarheid van de implementatie is,

zodat enorme grote Cellulaire Automaten bestudeerd kunnen worden. Gebaseerd op dit

model worden Cellulaire Automaten gecategoriseerd as rekenbegrensd of i/o-begrensd.

Het model is vervolgens gevalideerd voor zowel rekenbegrensde en i/o-begrensde tweed-

imensionale Cellulaire Automaten (variërend van het enkele bit-state ’Game of Life’ tot

een floating point gebasseerde Rooster Boltzmann Automaat). De modelvoorspellingen

zijn tot 7% nauwkeurig. Voor een implementatie van de D2Q9 Rooster Boltzmann au-

tomaat op één FPGA is een speedup gemeten van 2,3 in vergelijking met een Fortran

implementatie op een general purpose CPU.

Vervolgens is een implementatie gerealiseerd op twee FPGAs, en in vergelijking met

de implementatie op één enkele FPGA is een speedup van 1,8 gerealiseerd. Het prestatie

model laat zien dat zolang de implementatie rekenbegrensd is, het goed mogelijk is een

∗translation by Dr. Alfons Hoekstra.
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D2Q9 Rooster Boltzmann Automaat op meerdere FPGAs te implementeren. Vervolgens

is een implementatie gerealiseerd van de floating-point Cellulaire Automaat op Maxwell -

een supercomputer met 64 parallelle FPGAs - waarmee het potentieel van special purpose

rekening voor HPC is gedemonstreerd. Ook voor deze implementatie is een prestatiemodel

ontwikkeld en gevalideerd.

Ten slotte draagt dit werk bij een nieuw idee om te onderzoeken hoe cellulaire au-

tomaten als parallel rekenparadigma zouden kunnen functioneren op multicore architec-

turen. Het inherente parallellisme van Cellulaire Automaten, multicore architecturen en

FPGA chips vraagt om dieper onderzoek naar een mogelijke toekomstige rekenplatform

op het kruispunt van deze drie concepten.
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